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The Vintage Wireless Museum
23 Ftosendale Road, West Dulwich London SE21 8DS

Telephone 020 8670 3667

Proprietor: Gerald Wells. Please make appointments beforehand

Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal 2
More Domestic British Crystal Sets
of the 19203
by ten L Sanders. Photography by Cari Glover
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Siricfly Limited Edition!
only 750 copies printed

£5 discount for BVWS members

208 pages of GPO No. era British crystal sets. Over 200
full-page photographs. £29.95 (£24.95 for BVWS members)
plus £7 p&p for UK/EEC (rest of world £14).
BVWS, 26 Castleton Road, Swindon, Wilts 8N5 5G0
Tel: 01793 886062 Telephone 01793 886062
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WHETHER your interest is in domestic radio and TV or in
amateur radio, in military, aeronautical or marine
communications, in radar and radio navigation, in
instruments, in broadcasting, in audio and recording, or in
professional radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGON BS is
the magazine for you.
AR’I‘ICI.ES on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia - you’ll
find them all. Plus features on museums and private
collections and a full-colour photo-feature in every issue.
IT‘S MOSTLY about valves, of course, but ‘solid-state’ — whether
of he coherer and spark-gap variety or early transistors — also
has a place.
FROM TH E DAYS of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to
what was the state-of-the-art just a few short years ago . .

TH aim iS Also a selection of free readers' For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year, and is only
available by postal subscription. It is  not available at
newsagents.
To ’I'AKE OU'i‘ a subscription, or to order a sample copy,
please contact:
RADIO BYGONES, Wimborne Publishing Ltd.,,
408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset 81-122 9ND.
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562.
Web sites: www.radiobygones.co.uk

www.radiobygones.com

Visit Britain's largest

Vintage Dadio Shop

II Britain’s widest range of Radio, TV and Gramophone

ID Illustrated with accurate descriptions and prices.
I. Interesting articles on all aspects of vintage technology.
I) Annual subscription fully refundable against purchases.
[D Top prices paid for quality items - collections bought.

collectables for sale in every issue - 6 issues per year.

Send S.A.E. for details and sample copy

ON THE AID
WWgeTedmologyCentre

The Highway, Hawardcn (m: Chester) CH5 SDN
Tel/Fax (+44) (0) 1244 530300

www.vintageradio.co.uk
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From the chair
It is with regret that l have to report that Jeffrey
Borinsky has resigned as Honorary Treasurer after
six years in that post. He feels he is no longer
able to perform that duty. He will still be
organising ‘Talking About Wireless’. The
Committee would like to take this opportunity
to thank Jeff for the tremendous amount of hard
work that he has put into the Society as Treasurer
and the dedication he has given the BVWS over
the years. The job of Hon. Treasurer will be taken
over by Jeremy Day. Jeremy already organizes
the Harpenden events.

Since I announced the BVWS ability to take
on items for auction, we have been very busy
with arranging and collecting well over 500 items
ready for the Summer Harpenden and Wootton
Bassett meetings. A lot of which are very well
preserved items and a good deal of 1920’s
receivers. We will shortly be putting up a picture
section on the BVWS website showing a selection
of items that will be coming in future auctions
so go and take a look. The custodians of three
other collections have contacted me to arrange
disposal of items totalling several hundreds.
These will be appearing at meetings later in the
year. it may be necessary to arrange extra events
to cope with the quantity of items we are being
asked to deal with, but rest assured we will be
very careful to ensure they do not clash with any
other events in the Vintage technology Calendar,
as that would just be wholeheartedly stupid!

I have great pleasure in announcing Mr. Tony Sale
as the winner of Duncan Neale Award for
Excellence in Preservation 2003. Tony has been
responsible for the re-construction of the
Colossus code-breaking Computer at Bletchley
Park. It has taken many years to research and
gather much needed component parts and is
almost complete. It is expected to be fully
functional by the time you read this, and well
worth a visit to Bletchley park to see it running.

Recently we had the pleasure of attending the
West of England Wntage Wireless Fair at Willand
village hall. The meeting was organised by Barrie
Phillips, Mike Butt, Mike Tonkin, with help from
Gordon Farrance. The BVWS stall was bustling
throughout the day and the event was very well
attended. It was difficult at some points to get
around the hall for the numbers of people and
quantity of items at the stalls. I saw an old friend,
in the shape of a Grundig radio, the very one
given to me by a local radio shop whilst still at
school, it had served me well in my workshop
since I was a boy. The seller remembered buying
it from me years ago at Portishead. I declined the
offer to have it back, it was never that good and
the printed circuit tracks were fallingoff the board
with corrosion from my battery charging plant
when I got shot of it. So Congratulations go to the
Organisers for a very good meeting and I am
looking forward to the next in 2005.

Mike



The Frenophone
Sidney Brown’s Clockwork Amplifier
by Ian L Sanders

Freno (v.)- to restrain, hold back:
Frenum (n.) reins, restraint.

It would have been the ultimate in low-
cost wireless reception - reliable
loudspeaker operation from a simple
crystal set with no batteries or other
electrical power source. That was Sidney
Brown’s vision for his Frenophone.

The “Frenophone”

A MECHANICALLY-OPERATED amplifying loud-speaker has just
passed beyond the experimental stages. This instrument, which
is capable of great development. was shown before the Royal
Society a few weeks ago, and we have just had the opportunity
of seeing it for ourselves. it employs no batteries, the
magnification effect being obtained by mechanical means.

Amateur VWre/ess and Electrics. October 27th, 1923.

In the early 19205, the company of S.G. Brown
Limited of Mortimer Street, London was the
acknowledged leader in the production of electro-
mechanical amplifiers designed to permit loudspeaker
operation from a crystal receiver. Brown’s products
were intended to provide crystal set listeners with an
economic alternative to the purchase of a valve-based
note magnifier, touting lower operating costs and
eliminating the need for expensive valve replacement.
The Microphone Amplifier and Crystal Amplifier, based
on a differential carbon microphone and derived from
earlier telegraph amplifiers, are probably the most well
known examples of the company’s products.
in addition to the stand-alone units, two models
of crystal receiver incorporating an integrated
microphone amplifier assembly were offered
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(the Junior and the Ideal), and a combined
loudspeaker and microphone amplifier, the Crystavox,
was widely advertised and seems
to have been moderately successful.

Unfortunately for Brown, his Frenophone.
introduced in September 1923, was not a technical
success. The instrument exploited a highly novel
mechanical arrangement in which amplification
resulted from the variations in friction between a small,
stationary steel pad faced with cork held above a
larger rotating, smooth glass disc. Power for the glass
disc was delivered by a clockwork motor of the type
then used in gramophones and capable of driving the
mechanism for about 30 minutes when fully wound.

The instrument was housed in an elegant two-
compartment mahogany cabinet -— a lower, larger

'i.

1The great merit claimed for this
instrument, as compared with
other forms of loud speaker, is. ,
the combination of loudness '
with purity, the speech or
music being emitted against a
background of complete
silence.

S.G. Brown’s Frenophone was
demonstrated before a meeting
of the Royal Society in the
autumn of 1923.
Reproduced with permission of
the Science Museum/Science
& Society picture Library.



In this view of the Frenophone.
the Type A telephone has been
lifted to reveal the cork pad and
suspension arrangement.
Reproduced with permission of
the Science Museum/Science
& Society picture Library.

section contained the motor with a winding handle on
the right-hand side and a brake lever projecting
through a slot in the front, while an upper cabinet
contained the Frenophone’s friction mechanism,
visible through glass windows in the top and sides.
The rear-mounted horn was of the standard Brown
type used in their popular H.1. loudspeaker.

A standard Brown Type A reed telephone earpiece,
with its diaphragm replaced by a metal stylus, was
mounted face down on a hinged bracket above the
thick glass disk. The projecting stylus was positioned
about 1/4 inch from the outside rim of the disk which
was rotated at about 30-50 revolutions per minute.
Between the stylus and the glass disk was a circular
cork pad, about 3/8 inch in diameter, with the stylus
resting on its centre. The pressure exerted by the stylus

Sidney George Brown, ER.S.. M.I.E.E. was an American-born
pioneer in the development of electro/mechanical acoustic
devices. The company that bore his name was established in
Watford in 1911.

on the pad was adjustable by means of a cylindrical
counter-weight attached to a bracket holding the hinged
telephone earpiece. The cork pad was held in position
by a triangular arrangement of two fibre “reins”, one end
of which was attached to a conical diaphragm at the
base of the horn and the other held in tension by a
spring attached to an upright pillar. Lateral motion of the
cork disk wastherefore transferred via the reins to the
diaphragm - tension being maintained by an adjusting
screw mounted on the pillar. Signals received in the
telephone earpiece caused its reed to vibrate and these
vibrations were applied to the cork disk by the stylus.
The pressure of the cork on the slowly rotating glass
disk fluctuated in sympathy with the stylus vibrations,
and the “pull” of the reins on the diaphragm changed
accordingly. Amplification relied on the exaggerated



Above: Close—up of the Frenophone mechanism showing the
attachment of the suspension to the conical diaphragm at the
base of the horn.
Photograph courtesy of Douglas Self.
www.dself.dsl.pipex.com/index.htm

Above Right: The Frenophone mechanism relied on a cork pad
suspended above a rotating glass disk by a pair of fibre “reins”.
Source: Hamsworth’s Wireless Encyclopedia. The Amalgamated
Press Ltd. 1924.

Right and Below: Details of the Frenophcne mechanical assembly.
Source: Amateur Wireless and Electrics, October 27th, 1923.

Enlarged View a! Amputymg Device.

variations in the tangential drag caused by the friction
between the cork and the glass surface, the energy
coming from the clockwork motor. Although the speed
of the glass disc could be varied, it was claimed that,
between 12 and 70 revolutions per minute, the signal
strength was not materially affected.

The magnitude of the friction coefficient between
the cork and glass surfaces was crucial to the
operation of the Frenophone. In order to ensure an
appropriate level of friction, it was necessary to
periodically apply a special “dope” to the glass plate
consisting of alcohol with 1/000 part of dissolved
shellac. Alternatively, Brown suggested turpentine
could be satisfactorily substituted for the dope.

According to the manufacturer, the output of the
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Frenophone was free from distortion and was
equivalent to two stages of low-frequency valve
amplification. The drawback, however, as pointed out
by David Read“, was that Brown’s electro-mechanical
products were notoriously temperamental and
required precise adjustment for successful operation;
the Frenophone appears to have suffered much more
than most in this regard. In addition to the delicate
adjustment of the armature in the Type A headphone
assembly, the pressure of the cork pad on the rotating
glass disk and the tension in the threads connecting
the diaphragm to the cork pad had to be carefully
controlled within tight tolerances. Smearing just the
right amount of dope on the glass disc must have
presented its own challenge!

Unlike the slightly later Crystavox which featured
quite regularly in the wireless magazines of the period,
the Frenophone does not seem to have been included
in  any of Brown’s advertisements. Most likely, the
practical difficulty of maintaining the mechanism in
adjustment was simply beyond the capability of the
average domestic listener, and it is probable that the
instrument was taken off of the market quite soon
after its introduction. in any event, surviving examples
are extremely rare, supporting the conclusion that,
despite its unquestionable ingenuity, the Frenophone
was never widely sold.

1. Dowsett, HM: Wireless Telephony and Broadcasting.
Gresham Publishing 00., Ltd., London 1924

2. Read, David: Bulletin of the British Vintage Wireless Society.
Vol. 5, No. '2 1980.
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Unlike its later and widely
advertised counterpart. the
Crystavox - a combined
loudspeaker and microphone
amplifier - the Frenophone
does not appear in Brown’s
advertisements.

Amateur Wireless and Electrics,
December tst, 1923.



Book review by Phil Beeson

Tickling the Crystal
Volume 2
by Ian L Sanders

The first volume of this excellent book was mceived with
great excitement by radio collectors around the world. In
the words of Jonathan Hill ‘it is a truly world class
reference book’. Well, Ian Sanders has done it again. In
less than three years Ian has issued a second volume
that is just as exciting as the first.

Volume 2 is packed with over 200 pages of
photographs, articles and interesting information all
related to crystal sets and early wireless. It contains
information on the more popular sets and has included
some variations of sets covered in volume 1. Also
included are photographs of almost 80 commercial sets
not covered in the first volume, many of which are totally
new to me and I suspect most other collectors as well.
The two volumes between them form a definitive
encyclopaedic record of crystal sets produced in the UK
in the early 1920’s. Ian’s Trojan efforts to produce this
second volume have paid off.

On opening the book I was surprised to see a
photograph of me discussing the 1st volume with a
fellow radio collector at Harpenden. I was also surprised
to find out that the main showrooms for Bumdept Radio
were based in the same building that I currently work in
Bedford Street, Covent Garden. With two such co-
incidences as this, it seems it was my destiny to write
this review for the BVWS bulletin: in my lunch break at
work of course at Bedford Street.
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Even if you have only a passing interest in crystal sets
there is a lot of interesting background reading here.
There are further examples of valve/crystal radios and
various dimctories such as manufacturers’ details, trade
names, model names and the GPO registration numbers,
all of which have been amended and updated.

Carl Glover has maintained his excellent photographic
standards and page layout, which make reading both
volumes a real pleasure.

The book itself is divided into 16 chapters although
over half is devoted to photographs; the remainder
is a superb encyclopaedia of related topics. There
are many photographs on related subjects such as
note magnifiers, sales adverts, crystal tins, licences,
cartoons etc.

Perhaps I could close with a request for all who
read the book to search and find even more
information about crystal sets and pass this over to
Ian Sanders, or his various helpers. They include Carl
Glover, lan Higginbottom and Martin Bennett. in three
years time or less we may be able to persuade Ian to
publish a third volume.

in conclusion I would like to thank Ian, Carl and the
various contributors on behalf of BVWS members and
vintage wireless enthusiasts everywhere for their labour
of love in the non—profit making venture of publishing
this book. The production run of volume 2 has been
limited to 750 copies and there is a generous £5
reduction for BVWS members. 80 there is no excuse not
to get your copy now. Both Ian and Carl will be happy to
sign copies of the book. Ian normally comes over from
the States for the NVCF events at the NEC and Carl can
be found with his camera at the various BVWS events.

PS: I would love to find a photograph of the Bedford Street
Bumdept showrooms if anybody has one?



The station arrived under a cloak of
secrecy. According to talk at the time,
the BBC dispatched a group of covert
officials to the village of Ottringham near
Hull to test the suitability of the intended
site. They arrived in 1941 unannounced
and proceeded to dig in a field (at the
height of World War Two).

A farmer spotted them on his land and
promptly marched them off at gunpoint
fearing that they were enemy spies! He
had them locked up and called the police.
They were reputed to have remained
silent about their mission and only after a
phone call to London were they released.

The Ottringham transmitting station was built to
reinforce the BBC External Service coverage of
continental Europe during the 1939/1945 war. It was
designed to operate on the Long and Medium
Wavebands at 200, 400, 600 and 800kW, and to radiate
up to four programmes simultaneously using four
Marconi transmitters. It was then the most powerful
broadcasting station ever built. Construction was
completed at the end of 1942 - several months later
than planned due to the collapse of two of the masts
during erection.
Two pairs of 500 foot masts supported two Long-Wave
‘T’ aerials fed in parallel. The top of each ‘T’ was
designed to perform also as a Medium-Wave horizontal
folded dipole. A further pair of masts formed a second
Medium-Wave directional aerial; one mast was the
radiator and the other was the reflector: Each transmitter
was installed in a separate reinforced building and all

’1



Aerial view of the BBC
Ottringham Transmitter Station
taken from the top of one of
the 160 metre high masts. The
95 acre site was known as
OSE5. Note the overhead
gantry linking the building
together, it provided control of
all functions of the transmitters
and emergency power supply
from the central cooling room
and also carried drive and
control lines. The water cooling
plant supplied the diesel
alternator with recycled water.

A: 11kV sub Station.
B: Transmitter No.3.
0: Garage.
D: Control Centre and Offices.
The Control Centre housed the
offices, canteen and central
control room on the ground
floor. Underground was the
emergency studio, duty office
and transmitter drive room.
This room, which was
temperature and humidity
controlled, housed its high
stability quartz crystal
oscillators and phasing
equipment for parallel operation
of the transmitters.
E: Transmitter No.2.
F: Central Combining House.
G: Transmitter No.4.
H: Transmitter No.1.
l: Diesel Alternator Sets.
J: Four underground fuel
storage tanks (approx).
K: Water cooling.

1: One of three 470 BHP
Miriees diesel engine alternator
sets used as emergency in
case the 11kV mains supply
failed. The alternator is at the
far end of the engine.

2: A view of a 11kV alternator
made by BTH Co.

3: A view of the engine being
serviced. Note the covers have
been removed. The head
engineer is standing behind
a row of parts that have been
removed from the engine

4: Large pistons. rings, con-
rods etc removed from one
of the Miriees engines during
an overhaul.

were remotely controlled from the basement of the
control centre. The public electricity supply at 11kV was
normally used but three 740 BHP diesel-altemator sets
provided an emergency supply.

Service was started in February 1943 on 200kHz
(1500 metres Long Wave) at a power of 600kW. The
Medium Wave services soon followed but it seems that
although these achieved the design output power, the
Long Wave operation was limited to 600kW.

Following cessation of hostilities, the 200kHz channel
was returned to Droitwich for the BBC’s domestic
service. Ottringham LW was moved to a new channel on
250kHz, with power limited to 400kW to avoid

interference to other services. Interference problems
persisted and the frequency was changed to 271 kHz
and then to 167 kHz with a further power limitation of
200 kW. The 1950 Copenhagen plan did not make
provision for Ottringham LW, which from March 1950
shared 200 kHz with Droitwich after the daily close of
the domestic service. However, Medium Wave
transmissions continued throughout this period until
February 1953 when the station was closed down.

Much of the equipment was re-used. One of the
masts was erected at Brookmans Park following the
collapse of a mast radiator when contractors were
carrying out maintenance in September 1956. In
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1960/61 two of the transmitters were installed at Droitwich; one to replace the old lower efficiency Midland Region
transmitter and the second as its reserve. Then in 1962 the remaining two 200kW were in operation at Droitwich
working in parallel at 400kW on Long Wave, again replacing older, less efficient equipment. All four sets continued
in service until well into the 1970’s when Droitwich was re-equipped with modern high efficiency transmitters.

After the station was closed down on 15th February 1953 the masts and transmitters were removed at various
times. The whole 95-acre site complete with 38,000 square feet of buildings was then sold on the 25th June 1959
to a local farmer for £5,100, incidentally by the same auctioneer that originally sold the land to the BBC. The whole
project was reputed to have cost approximately a quarter of a million pounds which was a lot of money at that time.
This gives some idea of the importance the government of the day placed upon the station. It seems remarkable
that the site was never bombed during the war as it was only ten miles away from the devastated Hull city centre.

Since being sold the buildings have been put to a variety of uses; the first being to house a newly—settled Dutch
couple and their children with whom l went to school. Oh, what fun the children had scrambling on their hands and
knees through the asbestos lined gantries from one building to another. On one occasion they told me that their father
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5: Central control room, the
desk in the foreground was to
control all four transmitters;
along the walls stand the
remote controls for the thme
diesel alternator sets.

6: Central control room
showing the synchronising
board used to switch in the
alternators and operate the
11kV circuit breakers.

7: Line termination. programme
input and test equipment bays.

8: Local control desk in the
transmitter building, this would
be used if the central control
room was put out of action.
Each of the four transmitters
had one, this made the
Ottringham site unique.



9: synchronising panel In the
engine room, where the locally-
generated supply could be
synchronised with incoming
main supply, and the station
load ‘rolled—over’ onto the
diesel engines (and vice versa).

10: Crypt of a transmitter
building containing three
electric motor driven
generators. These provided DC
supplies at three different
voltages used in the
transmitters, filaments 34 volts
@SA. Each of the four
transmitters had three of these
generator sets.

11: View of the thme Mirtees
engines.

12: This is the control centre.
Today the old brick building is
clad in new brick and tin. The
basement still remains but
without the fittings.

References:
I BBC Engineering 19224972

by Edward Pawley,
BBC Publications. ISBN 0

563 12127 0.
ll Journal of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers Part 3
Radio Communications.
Vol. 94, 1947 pages 175-176.

lll Holdemess Target October
Slst 1990 by Richard Dean.

IV Wireless World December
1947. Front cover photograph.
Thankyou to the following for
their invaluable help:
Alan P Carter (ex BBC
Engineer)
Andrew Denton
Ralph Rarnskir (ex BBC
Engineer)
Denise Wilson
Neil Wilson (curator of the
Washford radio muwum at
Tropiquaria.
www.wirelessmuseum.org.uk
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and uncle used to listen in to the station from Holland on their crystal set in secret
during the war. It has been said that secret messages for the resistance fighters
were transmitted from Ottn‘ngham. The people of Ottringham did not need a wireless
to receive the signal, because if they went to the telephone kiosk and picked up the
handset they could hear the programme. My late father used to tell me about a tin
bucket laid against a wire fence talking to itself! Living less than half a mile away
from an 800kw station the signal must have been tremendous.

The buildings were later used for growing mushrooms, housing cattle, rearing turkeys
and in recent times for building caravans. Today only the control centre stands and
is unrecognisable since it was covered in modern cladding in about 1989. At present
it is used as offices and reception for a firm making sectional building units to make
temporary offices and schools.
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A Tiger restored
By- David H. Butler

‘Tiger’, ‘Panther’, ‘Blue Fox’ and ‘Linx’
refer to an exciting range of receivers by
Ultra Electric Ltd. Marketed between 1931
and 1933, they were amongst the first to
use the newly developed indirectly heated
A.C. range of valves by Mazda. The name
‘Tiger’ was used on three different sets:
the Tiger Three exhibited at Olympia in
1931; a year later came the Tiger -the
subject of this article and in 1933 Ultra
brought out the Tiger superhet which
used four valves plus a metal rectifier.
For a picture and circuit details see the
'Trader service sheet no. 528.

I was inspired to get to work on the consolette version
of my Ultra Tiger in August. Coincidentally, this was a
few weeks before the society's first showing at
Harpenden on September 7th, of a unique Ultra factory
film. Focussing on the Tiger Table Set this short but
fascinating silent film further strengthened my resolve
to restore my seventy year old Ultra. I had purchased
the set, also at Harpenden, several years before simply
because I was attracted to its handsomely veneered
orange cabinet. I knew nothing then of the set‘s
technical design and nothing about Ultra Electric Ltd.
Unfortunately, a lack of room had prevented its display
and, covered in a white cotton sheet between the
wardrobe and wall, my Tiger stood patiently waiting to
be brought back to life.

I began the project the day after by removing the
dustsheet. The cabinet was still in pristine condition -
no lifted veneer, unsightly scratches, dents or
discolourings. I undid the three attractive brown
moulded knobs on the front and turned the cabinet
around. Then I flipped a sweet little gravity lock which
allowed the slatted wooden back to be lifted out of its
holding groove. Simplicity itself!

A four valve chassis stood on a shelf above the
original Ultra mains energised loudspeaker. The inside
was mainly empty space and apart from vintage dust
everything looked complete and visually in good order.
Four cloth covered wires passed over the outside of the
shelf so that the baffle mounted speaker could be
removed still connected. I later learned that this was just
one of Ultra’s design features to make servicing easier,
another being the long bolts which passed up through
the shelf threading through into the chassis top — this
made them easy to locate when refitting.

With the set and loudspeaker unbolted but still wired
together I removed both from the cabinet and laid them
down onto the bench. Three massive aluminium cans
dominated one side of the chassis; lifting each
one in turn revealed beautifully wound coils looking as
new as the day they left the Ultra works. Between them
and the central three gang tuning condenser stood two,
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metallised Mazda screen-grid valves, types AC/SG and
AC/SG-VM, each with a screw top terminal. On the
other side was a Mazda UU2 indirectly heated rectifier
next to a pair of tall, thin 8mf smoothing condensers.
Near the chassis edge stood a bulbous but majestic
looking Mazda AC/PEN with its side anode terminal.

Turning over the chassis l was amazed at how simple
the design looked. All the components were original and
nothing had been aftered. This Tiger was obviously a
T.R.F. model and after consulting Volume 3 of ‘Newnes
Complete Wireless’ the published circuit confirmed this.
Trader service sheet No. 528, which is a revised issue
of No. 3, shows the Tiger Superhet of 1933 in a
modified cabinet.

I marvelled at the early 1932 technology for some
time before deciding to bring my multimeter onto the
scene and make a few checks. For a start, the original
brown cloth-covered mains lead made a soft cracking
sound as it was flexed - the rubber covered wires inside
were unsurprisingly perished - that would have to go!

After finding no open circuit windings in the mains
transformer I pulled out each valve in turn and checked
the heater for continuity then the cathode to heater and
other potential internal electrodes for short circuits. Any
other valve problems like low emission, particularly from
the AC/PEN, would be obvious later on- so far, so good!
A little later I was to make a silly mistake but more of
that later.

Next I examined the Ultra mains energised
loudspeaker. I assumed that two of the colour-coded
cloth covered wires were from the Field coil and the
remaining two from the Voice coil. However, when I
examined the field coil closely I observed four outlet
wires, making six in all with the voice coil. Initially, I was
puzzled by this arrangement but I soon realized that
there was a small coil over the main one. Wound in the
opposite direction using thicker wire I read that it was
called a ‘humbucking coil.’ Wired in series with the voice
coil its presence purported to reduce hum even further...
This winding proved to be okay but I still had the ‘big
one’ to check out. The electromagnetic field coil was a
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clever way to provide magnetism for the loudspeaker
whilst acting as a smoothing choke, thus filtering out
the ripple. Permanent magnets in 1932 were enormous
and expensive. Even a few years later when Paul Voigt
made history with his ‘Domestic Comer Homs' the drive
units in them used electro-magnets. It wasn’t until the
PM series of loudspeakers in 1949 that Voigt had the
courage to use permanent magnets.

Anyway I have digressed from my Tiger tale. I
touched the test prods on the Field coil... Nothing! I tried
and tried to make better contact but the worst had
happened. It was open circuit .Yes, I could have
chucked any old choke in its place for smoothing and
thrown a 1950’s permanent magnet speaker into the
cabinet and nobody would have been any the wiser but
this was too easy and just not my style. I wanted to
maintain as much originality as possible so I decided
to remove the Field coil and do a rewind.

The iron housing was fixed onto the main speaker
chassis with rivets. I very carefully drilled these out; one
slip and the delicate cone would have been ruined. After
lifting off the assembly l pulled the core through and the
open circuited field coil slipped out.

I removed the black cloth covering revealing the
humbucking coil. This was neatly wound with cloth ties
every ninety degrees to hold it tightly in place. Sadly I
had to cut these in order to uncoil the relatively thick
wire. More tape unravelling took place - it was like
unwrapping part of an Egyptian mummy but that’s
where the similarity ends! Finally, I reached the Field coil
where hair-thin wire many thousands of turns greeted
me. I had hoped the break was on the outside but life is
never that easy... then l had a brainwave! l rummaged
through one of my many boxes of coils, coilwire bits and
bobs. To my joy I found a field coil which looked to me
incredibly similar in size, I checked the winding and
luckily it was continuous. The central core fitted perfectly
- the only problem being that this coil was too high by
three millimetres. Not to be defeated I filed down the
base slightly of the aluminium support cradle on the
speaker chassis and thinned down the end cheeks of
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the coil. Hey presto! The new loudspeaker field coil slid
into place - albeit with a moderate amount of
encouragement. With the core pushed back home and
large locking nut tightened down I re-centred the fragile
speech coil and used self-tapping screws in place of
original rivets to fix the coil assembly onto the speaker
chassis. In an hour or so I had the ‘Ultra Minor’
loudspeaker up and running.

After squirting WD40 into the valve bases and the
contacts situated along the wave-change rod I replaced
the mains lead with new but old stock cloth covered
cable to match the set’s age. I measured the T.C.C. 8mf
smoothing condensers for shorts. At seventy years old
they probably needed to be replaced but at this point
I did not realize just how urgent this was. I knew about
using a variac unit to feed a lower voltage into the set
to reform electrolytics and gradually bring it up to mains
level. However, impatience got the better of me and
after checking the mains switch l fired up the Ultra Tiger-
listened, watched and waited.

I can now hear all the well-seasoned wireless
restoration experts tut-tutting at me like a barrage of
gunfire. Of course it doesn’t take a genius to predict that
there was a certain amount of hum from the speaker.
I swivelled the wire-wound volume control and the
ensuing crackling sounded like music to my ears!
Rotating the wave-change switch to gram, I touched the
input socket and a purr proved that the amplifier section
worked. At this point I should have turned off the set
and attended to the mains hum. With regret I did not
and in a further minute, to my honor, the rectifier valve
brightened up like a midsummer orange sunset! I quickly
shut off the mains supply. One of the 8mf condensers
felt hot - oh dear! I just sat on my stool and stared into
space for several minutes. After my momentary
depression had lifted I tested the heater of the rectifier.
Electrically it was okay but would it work again? The
answer was in fact no! Overheating had burnt the oxides
off the cathode. In fact by turning the valve upside down
one could see white fragments like icing sugar strewn
about on the inside of the glass. in short, my impatient



urge to get the Ultra fired up had cost me what was
probably its original rectifier valve. Goodbye UU2, nice
to have known you!

I replaced the rogue condenser with a smaller and
space-friendly type beneath the chassis. Fortunately I
found a Mazda USO/250. Whilst physically identical to
the UU2 from the outside the internal electrode design
isn’t as artistic. Furthermore it delivers half the current!
Anyway, it would do as a stop-gap until another UU2
turns up. (Thanks Gerry!)

I crossed my fingers and switched on. The hum
persisted. As before, the other 8mf felt cold but now the
mains transformer was warming up. I reasoned that this
condenser too had become resistive. It had a right to be
as it was by now an OAP. Bypassing it I was proved
correct - the mains hum had vanished.

For visual impact and originality I decided to keep the
original 8mf condensers in place. I must say that I was
sorely tempted to exchange them for two virtually
identical Radiospares types - height, diameter and
screw-base all being the same. However, the vintage
TCC ones have little top lids with gas outlet holes and
just look the part — so definitely they had to stay. Instead
I used a pair of modern high voltage 8mf capacitors
each with outlet leads as substitutes. Around each one I
wrapped sticky brown paper, drew a red wax line to
indicate the positive and finished with a coat of French
polish. I must say they look remarkably vintage tucked
neatly under hard wiring around the original TCC screw
ended terminals. Next, I turned to the front end
consisting of a pair of AC/SG (one VM) and three
screened turning coils. V2 is coupled via a resistor and
condenser to the output valve — AC/PEN and the volume
control merely adjusts the bias on its grid. Simple but
effective! I replaced three 0.1 mf paper condensers using
my brown paper, French polish facade trick on new
Plessey type capacitors. Voltage checks discovered a
couple of resisitors ‘gone high’ feeding the AC/SG
valves - again I found new but old vintage types as
replacements.

After replacing the drive cord (which is simply a cord
between knob spindle and large pulley behind a moving
moon-shaped dial) I switched on again. I plugged in a
makeshift aerial strung between outbuildings and
connected the mains earth. The stations on both
medium and long wave came in loud and clear. No
automatic gain control - but who cares? Wrth a bit more
effort you just turn up the volume on weak stations.
Selectivity was excellent and the Ultra moving coil

speaker sounded fine.
However, one nagging intermittent hum on low .

volume remained. I spent hours checking the remaining
condensers and resistors for leakages and bad
connections. Nothing seemed to be wrong except for
the hum which came and went. I discovered that the
AC/SG valves had been swapped over as one is a VM
or variable MU type. In the wrong position it tended
toward microphony. But I still experienced a soft hum on
low volume. After much head scratching, gallons of tea
and poring over the circuit diagram (not the tea!) I

For visual impact
and originality I
decided to keep
the original 8mf
condensers in
place. I must say
that I was sorely

examined the cloth covered shielded cable, screwed tempted to
under thetop valve terminal then making its way under exchange them
the chassrs to the Input section. The central (yellow) . '
rubber cable was perished and I wondered... ? for tWO Virtually

After further rummaging I found some vintage identical
screened cloth covered cable - perfect for the purpose. .
I removed the creaky cloth screened covered rubber Radrospares
cable and soldered this in place andswitched on. types _ height,
Eureka! I had found and solved the tiny hum problem. .
As for the remainder of my Ultra restoration project I d'ameter and
polished up the screening cans and other potential shiny screw-base a"
bits'and did general ‘housework’ on the chassis and .,
cabinet. The project took me four whole working days be'ng the same-
from start to finish and I am pleased to report that I now
have one happy Tiger in the corner of my lounge.

The Ultra Electric Ltd, apart from exhibiting at stand no. 10. had
an audition room at Olympia (DIS-19) the only other firm to rent
two rooms being The Marconlphone Co. Ltd! They were
obviously proud to demonstrate and discuss the finer points of
their wireless sets and allow a film to be made of their London
works. I find it odd that no advertisement for their products
appears in ‘The Olympia Show’ edition of 'Wireless World’ of
September 23, 1931. I should be interested to hear from anyone
who has further information on this company.
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Interpolation in
405/625 Line
Converters
by Michael Usher

There are a number of collectors
of pre-war and post war 405 line
TV sets. Many sets have been
restored into working order but
cannot be used to receive present
day broadcast TV transmissions
without a converter to change 625
lines to the old 405 standard. In
1993 the ‘Pineapple’ converter
became available and was
advertised in the ‘405 Alive’
magazine at a reasonable price.

The interpolation between 625 and 405 line
pictures is perhaps more complete than it
appears, and may be explained by reference
to the ‘Pineapple’ converter. Naturally to
produce satisfactory pictures, accurate
synchronising is very important. The method
used to give the best possible vertical
resolution takes lines from both odd and even
fields to create the odd field output and
similarly with the even field output. For moving
pictures the time delay between odd and even
fields causes some horizontal displacement on
the reconstructed output fields. The ratio of
active 625 lines to 405 lines is roughly 3:2. So
an exact 3:2 ratio is used in the interpolation
circuitry and two separate ‘pages’ are used in
the Eprom, one of which drops 6 extra lines
evenly down the field, whilst the other Eprom
drops 3 lines at the top of the picture and 3
lines at the bottom.

Video Input

The diagram shows how this is done:
625 Input Lines 405 Output Lines
Odd Even Odd Evan
1 1 =1 odd 4-
1 /21  even

1

2 1: 2 odd 4-
1 /21  even

2 2 = 3 odd + 2
fin
3

3 2:12? 3 odd
+ ,3 even
4 3.- : 4 odd +
1/2 4 even

4
3

Line 1 of the 405 odd field output is generated
from the 625 odd field line 1 and 1/2 amplitude
of line 1 of 625 line even field. Likewise line 2
of the 405 odd field output is generated from
line 2 of the 625 even field and 1/2 amplitude
of line 3 of the 625 line odd field. Similarly, the
even field of the 405 line picture is built the
same way. The waveforms of Eprom 2 enable
the accessing of the field store and switching
of the analogue mixing circuit to be easily
achieved.

Referring then to the incorporation of these
methods into the ‘Pineapple’ converter (see
schematic diagram) the input video signal is
buffered and filtered to drive the main
analogue-to-digital converter and also the
synchronising separator. The latter uses the
line and field sync. Pulses to drive a counter to
produce an accurately positioned frame pulse.
Back porch clamp pulses and an odd/even
field waveform are also produced at this point.

The 8-bit digital signal from the A/D
converter is fed to the frame store. At this
point the white level reference and black levels
are set. Each of the frame stores is capable of
storing 960 pixels by 306 lines by 4 bits so
that one store IC stores the low 4 bits of the
odd input field, another the top 4 bits of the
odd input field. The other two store l are
used similarly for the even field respectively.

The store input counters are reset at field
rate by the vertical pulse from the sync

separator and at line rate by input mixed sync
pulses. A free running oscillator triggered by
sync input pulses is adjustable to provide
effective picture ‘width‘ control. (Freezing of
the video signal can be carried out by
inhibiting the write enable pulses to the store.)
Outputs from the four stores drive two digital
to analogue converters. Their outputs are
buffered before feeding to an analogue mixing
arrangement enabling one full amplitude signal
with a half amplitude from the other D/A lC. In
this way switching can be used to allow mixing
between correct lines according to the
interpolation method selected. Finally the 405
line signal is clamped and has 405 blanking
and sync pulses added before being filtered,
amplified and fed to the output. At this stage
the amplitude of the 405 line sync pulses is
adjusted before the final adjustment of the
output signal level. In more detail, concerning
the synchronising circuits, the read rate of the
store is controlled by a crystal oscillator which
is divided down to drive the two Eproms.
These provide the 405 line sync and blanking
pulses to drive the read circuitry of the video
store. One Eprom provides mixed sync, mixed
blanking, odd/even fields, horizontal read and
clamp pulses. The other Eprom can be
switched to different pages to provide 8
different selectable pulses to drive the mad
circuitry of the video store. In this way different
types of interpolation may be programmed.
The pulses provided for odd and even store
line increment pulses for the two ports, vertical
reset pulses, switching waveform for the
analogue mixing circuit and switching between
methods 1 and 2 interpolation. Waveforms
from this Eprom are gated with an Odd/Even
waveform from the other Eprom to enable
waveforms for the frame store.

In practice however, most users of the
‘Pineapple’ have found very little’difference in
the quality of the 405/625 line converted
pictures.

Acknowledgement is made to Jim Daniel forme of the
BBC Engineering Department who originated the
‘Pineapple’ design.
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The Good Companion
Restoring the Zenith 6G601 - the set which
gave rise to the Transoceanic Dynasty
By Jim Duckworth
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The beginning of 1942 was a busy time for Zenith in
terms of new model introductions and while we were
battening down the hatches in the war against Hitler,
they were furiously promoting the 6G600 family of
‘Universal’ portable radios (see Fig 1). These 6 ‘tube’
sets were an upgrade of the 1941 5G series, achieved
principally by adding an RF amplifier stage with the
1LN5, a valve already used in the IF amplifier position.
This was not a three-gang arrangement however. The
signal grid was connected to the aerial section of the
gang which tuned the famous ‘Wavemagnet’ frame
aerial but the anode had a fixed composite load
consisting of a resistor in parallel with a series tuned
lF wavetrap. (See fig 4). The reason for this was almost
certainly economic, as there was plenty of room on the
chassis to accommodate a 3-gang condenser. is. there
must have been a very substantial inventory of two gang
parts left over from the 1941 5G series. But this
particular RF amp design was no mean performer,
as we shall see.

Other new features included a “Guardian Reminder’ -
a red flag actuated by the volume control spindle (q.v.)
in the dial window, telling you that the set was still ‘on’.
Also the Wavemagnet was made moveable with rubber
suckers etc for window mounting, which gave rise to
the ‘Guaranteed to Play where other portables fail’
advertising claim.

So this was the set which famously was lifted from
the production line in 1941 to provide the basic chassis
for the first Transoceanic model 7G605, which also
inherited the same graceful sailing yacht speaker cloth
before this gave way to the ‘Bomber’, in the aftermath
of Pearl Harbour. The 6G601 was thus known as the
7G605 Transoceanic ‘Companion Set’.

Initial survey of my 6G601M
I got my set (see Figs 2 and 3) direct from America and
it was described as ‘complete but untested’ — normally
Ebay speak for, ‘Has already exploded on switch-on’!

'L
__

So taking stock of my purchase - the M designation was 80 this was the Set

for Weatherproof brown Airplane fabric’, one of four

. I

alternatives; the three fabric covered ones being priced Wth famOUSly
at $29.95 and the real leather one at $10 more. The was fifted from the
fabric had not worn very well on my example (fig 1) . . . 4-

which must have had a busy life being lugged from prOdUCt'On “Re In
Airport to Airport and State to State. Despite this, I find 1941 to provide
the front view of the set very pleasing, well-balanced and . .
radiating calm. 0n the left is the speaker grille with sailing the baS'C ChaSS'S
yacht, graceful in its economy of outline. In the centre are for the first
the two Bakelite knobs with the Zenith lightning bolt in .
bold relief, a feature to be shared only with the 7G itself. Transoceanic
On the right is the tuning dial, simple and high contrast model 7G605
with the black background relieved by the rich gold
pointer — with a Zenith lightning bolt in the centre - and
the red ‘Guardian Reminder’ flag in the window. It was
alas, permanently stuck there, the volume control
seemingly decoupled from its mechanism.

Looking into the back (Fig 3) the canvas webbing type
connection between the Wavemagnet and gang
condenser is very prominent. This taken along with the
plentiful valve complement and wooden case reminds
one of a piece of Royal Signals or other Government
type of ‘Field’ equipment. This ‘Science Museum’ look
was carried through to the first post-war Transoceanic
8G005, the last of the loctal valve models.

The chassis seemed to be in fair original condition
from the top except that the battery leads’ outer coating
had become (as usual) hard and brittle, mostly falling off
and hence causing the leads to short together. However
these were only ‘in circuit’ if the two prong US plug was
inserted in the chassis socket, which wasn’t going to
happen as I intended to use it to switch on with my 117v
transformer. However, I added the battery lead rewiring
onto the list of jobs to be done. The valves were all
‘Zenith’ types meaning they were probably the originals
and had that endearing slogan, ‘Replace with a genuine
Zenith Tube only' stamped on them.

A quick check across the 117v power lead showed no
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existing low resistance condition so I switched on and
waited for it all to happen. It came to life with a rush.
There were plenty of stations along with a pronounced
hum, high background noise and some instability tuning
through stations. A sudden rapid increase in background
noise prompted me to switch off quickly, thereby
avoiding an explosion from the mains input filter
capacitor which experience of restoring many sets of
this type has shown me to be the likely culprit. So it was
time to remove the chassis and get the problems sorted.

Fixing the Problems
The chassis came out easily — two knobs pulled off
from the front and two screws at the side and then
the loudspeaker plug removed. it was undisturbed
underneath, no ‘Phantom’ type activity here so what
had gone wrong with the Guardian Reminder Flag?
The answer was very simple, the alloy (mazak) casting
attached to the volume control spindle and bearing the
profiled plate which engaged with the flag mechanism,
had disintegrated into small pieces! — one more item for
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the to—do list. So I now returned to investigate the
noise, hum and instability. The input filter capacitor
was indeed very leaky and replaced with a generously
rated item. The composite three electrolytics in one
can, which provide the reservoir and decoupling for
the filament ballast resistors were also past their best.
In this case I left the large can in place and attached
replacements, supported as best I could underneath.
Regarding the instability while tuning through a
station, this often indicates a defective AGC capacitor,
which was in fact the case so I replaced it along with
a leaky 1LA6 screen decoupler. I checked the famous
Det-Amp anode to output valve grid capacitor, but it
was fine so i left it there.

Before proceeding further down the fault list I decided
to check the performance with a view to alignment.
What a difference when switching on - no noise, hum
or instability and a very lively set, made more so with
the lFl’s trimmed up.

The RF alignment has been pared to a minimum, as
there are only the gang aerial and oscillator trimmers for
adjustment, the oscillator coil having no core and the
profiled oscillator section of the gang needing no
padder. This would seem to put an awful lot of onus
on the oscillator trimmer adjustment for the entire band
setting! I was fortunate in getting the Zenith circuit sheet
and alignment notes with the set and this simply
advised setting the dial to 1400 kcs and adjusting the
030 trimmer while ‘rocking the gang’ for maximum
output. This was the key point and a small deviation
from the 1400 position of the pointer, resulted in a large
increase in sensitivity, which I checked in fact at several
frequencies across the band, readjusting the trimmer as
necessary. The aerial trimmer was tweaked at 1400kcs
and a very good RF alignment resulted.

l next tackled the boring task of rewiring the battery
leads with the appropriate colours of flex, making a
good sound job of it as I intended to use one of my
home made Transoceanic batteries from time to time
to enjoy full ‘transportabil'rty’! The last job was a
mechanical one i.e. to restore the correct Guardian
Reminder Flag operation. My first idea was to turn up

a brass copy of the mézak casting using my ‘sewing
machine’ lathe and attach the original actuating device
to it. However, on riffiing through my mechanical bits
and pieces I found a spindle extension of the correct
0.25” internal die and already having two 68A tapped
holes to take grub screws. I only needed to prune off a
section to the max 0.6” length available on the volume
control spindle and tap another 6 BA hole to take a
longer bolt to engage with the flag arm and actuate it.
Moreover this would be adjustable within the limits of
the extension spindle wall which amounted to just over
one sixteenth of an inch. 80 this is what I did and it
worked very well with two further refinements. The
actuating bolt head was filed flat on two opposite sides
to stop it rotating once set and the bolt head top filed
hem‘ispherically to provide smooth actuation (I only had
'cheese heads' to start off with!) Figs 5 and 6 show the
flag ‘off’ and ‘on’ respectively, with this mechanism. I
don't think that I ever got so much utility out of a single
SBA bolt before!

Final test and assessment
The dial scale plate and gold pointer were given a final
polish, as was the window. The dial drum cord was
tightened to get rid of some ‘sponginess’ and the
chassis went back into the cabinet. One further
adjustment is provided for on this set, via a hole in the
chassis rear and that is to set the lF trap for max IF
signal reduction between the RF amp and mixer. This
was easily and quickly done and I then put the set
through its paces. It was the late afternoon and
continental stations were coming in one after another
with excellent sensitivity and reasonable selectivity. The
classic Zenith portable radio combination of a 5”
speaker and wooden cabinet gave a clear, pleasing
sound but without atone control in this case. I gave the
set a lengthy soak test over several days, which caused
one of the 1LN5's to fail, and also discovered that the
1LA6 Converter would not work on a battery! A new
unused spare solved this problem, also adding extra
sparkle to the set when operated from the mains.

Now to our RF amplifier — the main addition to this
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I’m afraid you just
have to be nifty
with the volume
control to avoid
‘blasting’ on extra
strong local signals

Above: A Marconi Mk 4 camera
on a Debrie ‘Pied Chariot’
pedestal and Vinten Mk 3 pan
head. The authentic TTTV
camera badges were recreated
especially. as none now exist.

Top Right: Bedside drama.
Filmed with a Sony DVC 790
high quality video camera, the
actors in this scene had also to
play to a Marconi Mk 4 with an
implant monochrome camera
feeding the viewfinder.

Right: The TTN scanner van.
The authentic van lettering
was scaled-up from period
photographs.

1942 model, which seemed to be performing almost as
well as a fully tuned one — by comparison with a G500
Transoceanic on the bench. A study of the circuit
diagram (Fig 4) shows that (ignoring the high value V2
grid resistor R2), the 1LN5 load consists of a 15K ohm
anode feed effectively in parallel with the series tuned IF
trap arrangement designed to remove noise and
interference from the IF passband. The values are not
given for this but from a close inspection the postage
stamp trimmer looked to have only two plates with one
insulating sheet-indicating 100-150pf at most. If haif of it
were to be used, say 75 pf, the inductance would have
to be around 1.6mH to resonate at 455kcs - it looked to
be easily that. So the simplest case for the anode load is
at resonance when agnoring the 15k shunt), the
reactance cancels out and it resolves to 35 ohms - the
resistance of the inductor (or its slightly higher RF value,
but of the same order). i.e. effectively no gain from the
stage at the IF, so one object achieved. But how about
the load impedance/stage gain at ‘in-band frequencies"?
I estimated this at 550kcs, 1mcs and 1.6mcs and found
the total load including the 15k resistor to be
respectively 2k, 7k and 10kohm. Now the Gm for the
1LN5 is 0.85 Ma/V, So at 1mcs the stage gain would be
6x. l.e. (Gm x RL: 0.85x7). This is close enough to the
Zenith figure of 6.5x, which coincidentally is what they
also claim for the fully tuned RF stage in the B76
Transoceanics. The snag of this arrangement is of
course that the low frequency end of the waveband,
which is only 100kcs away from the trap resonance
(lowest impedance), fares less well than higher up,
which would not be the case in a straightforward fully
tuned design without a trap. But it works well flat out
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with no AGC applied, giving the set noticeably higher
sensitivity and a good signal to noise ratio, justifying the
‘long - distance” advertising claim. I’m afraid you just
have to be nifty with the volume control to avoid
‘blasting' on extra strong local signals, with AGC applied
to only one stage. Zenith liked this style of RF amp
circuit with an IF trap in the output and it was to appear
20 years later in their high end 500H ‘Owl eyes”
transistor pocket radio, this time however with AGC
applied to it, along with 2 other stages giving tmly ‘blast
— proof' control.

Conclusion
Fig 7 shows the ‘Good Companion’ alongside the
76605 ‘Bomber’, almost a mother and (precocious!)
child family portrait! I don't think it’s too much of an
exaggeration to say that the combination of their special
speaker cloth designs, lightning bolt knobs and dial
pointers make this a unique pair of radios, the Bomber
being of course the first member of the Transoceanic
band-spread short wave dynasty. But both are truly
evocative of a spirited and adventurous approach to
Radio Design in the 19403, and worth a lot of effort to
restore and preserve for future generations pleasure.

A right Royal
TV feast
Dicky Howett reports

The eagle-eyed might have spotted on Dec Zist 2003 a
television programme which featured North East
broadcaster Tyne Tees Television reborn in 1969. Well, not
exactly. This was a modem recreation (actually filmed in
September 2003) assembled by myself and fellow TV kit
collector Paul Marshall, for the popular Yorkshire TV
hospital drama ‘The Royal’.

Part of the script called for a ‘live’ Christmas Day
outside broadcast from the “hospital ward’ (actually
located at a wing of St Lukes hospital in Bradford) using
two classic turret Marconi Mk 4 monochrome cameras
(one with an implant vidicon pickup) plus two Mole
‘scoop’ lights, period pedestals, tripods, cables,
microphones and other tv knickknacks. The biggest
challenge was finding a correct-period outside broadcast
scanner van. Fortunately Paul Marshall owned such a
vehicle (well somebody has to!) and this was duly
installed. (Pauls OB vehicle is a 31ft Marconi vehicle-ex-
Yorkshire TV circa 1968--which was re-sprayed TTTV blue
with authentic added logos and Tl'rV lettering) Later, the
van was posed in fake snow at the exterior hospital
location near Scarborough (The fake snow was so
realistic, some present complained of feeling cold).

As a footnote, a few days after the filming I received a
frantic phone call from an ex-Tyne Tees engineer who
asked me whether his eyes were playing tricks. He told
me that whilst driving home one evening he nearly
swerved off the motorway having glimpsed- tooling along
in the opposite lane- a my OB van he last worked on
thirty years ago! I assumd him that what he saw was just
a modem television version of smoke and mirrors. .



Audiojumble 2004!
Images from the Tonbridge meeting on Sunday
15th February 2004
Photographs by Carl Glover.
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The Zetavox A.P.T
by Peter Nash

Knowing of my interest in vintage
wireless, a colleague of my father’s
mentioned that he had for sale an old
radio from 1933 complete with spare
valves and original instruction book! Agog
with curiosity, I went along for a look.
There it was, standing in the kitchen, a
lovely console model, which was doubling
as a glorified bread board! The badge on
the radio bore the legend ‘Zetavox
Automatic Radio’. The controls and peep-
hole dial were near the top right-hand
corner of the cabinet, while on the left
was an array of station preset levers.
The speaker, behind a very ornate
fretwork was at the bottom. The front of
the cabinet had been faced with beautiful
contrasting veneers. lt obviously had not
been used in many a long year judging by
the dusty 2 pin plug on the end of a
length of stiff cotton-covered mains flex.
In fact ‘flex’ was a misnomer: it was a
very inflexible flex! Sure enough, there
were a few spare valves included along
with the instruction book and the remains
of a Zetavox sales brochure. Everything
looked most interesting. The required sum
was duly paid and then the set was
loaded into the car.

With the receiver unloaded back at home, an initial
glance in the back revealed that one or two strangers
had been added. A PVC 3 core flex issued from the rear
of the chassis and fed a Plessey energised speaker
dated 1949. Of the two electrolytic cans, rated at 8uF
500V, one appeared to be the original ‘wet’ type with
stud fixing whilst the other, much more compact, looked
as if it dated from around the time of the speaker
replacement. Other than that, not a lot else seemed to
have been changed. The station preset department was
housed in its own metal box and linked to the main
chassis via a semi flexible coupling directly onto the
shaft of the tuning gang. There was also a cotton
covered twisted pair feeding the internal lamp. The radio
was an AC mains, 5 valve TRF Gncluding rectifier)
covering MW ZOO-565m and LW 850—2000m with up to
9 stations from either waveband being preset by the
mechanical push-button unit. The valve lineup fitted
was: ACSGNM, VP4A, AC/SG, AC/PEN, DW4.

Electrical restoration
After the removal of the chassis, the first job was to
make everything safe. The mains transformer was
checked for primary continuity and isolation to chassis.
The secondaries were checked also, no problems found
here. The old mains lead had hardened in places so
much that even a light touch would make the ancient
rubber insulation flake off. Also, the continuity through
the double-pole mains switch (ganged with the volume
control) was intermittent and one pole had already been
bridged out. In went a nice new switch together with
some replacement wiring. I also replaced the leads for
the top cap connections on two of the valves as the
insulations had become very brittle here too.

Next to receive attention were the electrolytic
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capacitors used for smoothing the HT supply. The
original wet type still in—situ looked as if it had leaked
so it was removed and replaced temporarily by a small
modern axial component, while a more suitable
replacement was sought. The other electrolytic still
seemed to be in good condition and still had a charge
so it was left alone. A check around the rest of the
chassis revealed a handful of- resistors which had started
to creep upwards in value, also a few capacitors which
exhibited some degree of leakage. I decided to leave
these components in place to preserve originality unless
they were to actually fail in use. The capacitors were
metal cased and rivetted to the chassis. It seemed a
shame to disturb these; after all, a little leakage can be
tolerated in decoupling capacitors (provided that they
do not connect directly across the HT rail). One
capacitor that was immediately replaced though,
was the AF coupler to the grid of the output valve.
No leakage can be tolerated in a capacitor in this
position beacause it would upset the bias conditions
for the output valve and cause it to draw excessive
current. it was now decided to link up the aerial and
speaker and apply some power for an initial trial.

Testing
With a voltmeter connected across the HT rail, power
was applied to the set. Almost immediatly there
appeared the best part of 500V HT. No sign of any
trouble so far, so the power was kept on. After about 10
seconds, the HT tailed off drastically as the other valves
warmed up and began to draw current. Gradually a low
hum was heard from the speaker followed by the babble
of a couple of mis—tuned stations breaking through. 80,
the set was alive! Both MW and LW could be received.

2.3

Alignment was delightfully simple, just 3 trimmers on
the top of the tuning gang and peak up for maximum
volume on a station of moderate strength near to about
250 metres.

Cosmetics
After soak testing and several more ‘running’ sessions, I
was happy that the chassis was working reliably without
any further work other than that already described. A few
more jobs that remained to be done now were mainly
concerned with cleaning and cosmetics. The chassis
was dusted off and a drop of oil placed on all moving
parts (tuning capacitor bearings, control spindles etc.)
The celluloid dial was carefully cleaned so as not to rub
off the print and a new dial lamp fitted. The preset tuning
box was cleaned, resprayed and lubricated. The cabinet
was cleaned inside and out. After that had been done it
began to show up the fact that the speaker silk was
grimy. Now, with a cabinet like this, the speaker aperture
should be shown off to its best advantage. The old silk
was removed, the edges of the fretwork re-lined using
modellers’ enamel paint and brush. A new cloth was
installed. (As an experiment I did try to clean the original
silk but it was so fragile that it dissolved into threads).
This treatment of the speaker aperture enhanced the
detail well. Two applications of medium brown furniture
scratch remover were applied to the cabinet followed by
a rub with a dry cloth to remove all surplus residue which
had not soaked in. This helped to ‘bring up’ the grain.
Wax furniture polish was then used to put some gloss
back onto the original finish. The knobs were cleaned
with an old toothbrush and then polished.

There is an illuminated removable translucent strip
which sits in a pocket above the station preset levers.
The idea with this was that the station names were to be
pencilled in above each appropriate selector. This was
cleaned off and new legend applied using rub-down
transfer lettering for neatness. In the meantime, I had
acquired and re-fonned another ‘wet’ type electrolytic
condenser and mounted this in its rightful place on the
chassis. The radio was now ready for complete
reassembly, use and enjoyment.

Handling and use
In use, the radio is very pleasant to listen to. As
expected from a console, the bass response is excellent
but there is also adequate ‘top’. Unlike some TFiF
designs, this receiver does not make use of a reaction
control. This makes tuning a simpler operation than
when a reaction control needed to be reset for each
different station. However, when tuning, it is best to have
one hand on the gain control to prevent a strong local
station from blasting in and frightening the cat! In
common with many early receiver designs, the volume
or gain control is situated in the RF amplifier (although
variable-mu valves were employed, there was no
automatic gain control; this had to be done manually).
The accuracy of the presets was found to be adequate.
The sensitivity was good enough to allow a short indoor
aerial to be used to pull in well over a dozen stations at
good volume during daytime.

Sometimes if I want a wider choice of programme
than that which is available on MW or LW, I use one of
those excellent modulator units similar to that described
in an earlier Bulletin (see volume 25 N03, Autumn 2000).
These really are a boon. Tuned to a spot where there is a
quiet channel at night (very difficult, but in my area —
North Surrey, there is one near 225 metres!) it is then
possible to enjoy recorded music or FM broadcasts and
so on. I purchased an auto—reverse personal cassette
player for less than £20 and repaired an old AM/FM
pocket radio that someone had discarded and using



these to feed the modulator, I can easily obtain a good
quality reception on the Zetavox (and other vintage
radios) which exceeds that of ‘proper’ stations.

Sales Literature
The sales brochure which accompanied the radio gave a
good insight into other models on offer from Zetavox at
that time and also tantalising glimpses of their factory
which was situated in Cricklewood (NW London). It
seems that in 1933, push-button tuning was being
heavily promoted by Zetavox as the front cover of the
brochure is dominated by an illustration of the push-
button unit. This is intriguing because push-button
tuning did not become popular for around another 5
years, towards the end of the decade. Could this be one
of the first commercially produced range of receivers to
embody preset press button tuning? The brochure also
proclaims something called ‘Tone Totality’ which is
applied to the 1933 Zetavox range '...reception in every
detail, the equal of the original broadcast.’

The first receiver illustrated in the brochure is the
model AT. This is a very handsome table model using,
it would appear, the same chassis as the APT (ie 5 valve
TFlF). This cost 19 Gns. The next model in the range is
the radiogram, the model AG in a finely turned out
cabinet for 32 Gns. After a page describing the
automatic push—button tuning system, are the details
of the console APT. This seems to be the model AT
chassis with a push-button tuning unit added and
installed into a console cabinet. This cost 35 Gns.
Moving up the range, there is a page explaining the
Zetavox 8 valve superheterodynes. Perhaps predictably,
there are three models in the superhet range. The table
model, ST was housed in a very attractive art deco
bakelite cabinet and was offered at 25 Gns. Following
on from this was the radiogram, 86 at 48 Gns. Finally,
was the state of the art, top of the range SGT. This all-
singing, all-dancing radiogram boasted ‘automatic
station tuner and dual speakers’ (63 Gns). This looks
most impressive but hardly the sort of thing to lug up
a flight of stairs! it looks as if the whole of the range for
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that year was derived from only two basic chassis (one
TRF and one superhet).

The back page of the sales brochure shows snapshot
views of the various production departments in the
factory. There is even a view of a fleet of Zetavox
delivery vans lined up outside the factory. lntriguingly,
the full company title is Zetavox Radio and Television
Limited, but there is no mention of television at all in
the brochure. I suspect that any television receiver
by Zetavox would be a very rare bird indeed!

Conclusion
With only the simple electronic and cosmetic work
needed as described, the Zetavox has provided many
hours of enjoyment both for myself and any interested
visitors over several years now. Standing in the comer
of the living room and many visitors initially exclaim
“Zetavox! That’s American isn’t it? Well, no it isn’t,
but they could be forgiven for thinking this. Perhaps
subconsciously they are thinking of Zenith. It has to
be said that the ‘Z’ for ‘Zetavox’ has been styled into
lightning bolt zigzags so that it bears an uncanny
resemblance to the American Zenith logo. This is
probably just sa coincidence, I am not aware of any
connections with Zenith.

One cannot fault the build Quality of this receiver
in any way, after all, seventy years down the line it
is still working well with the majority of the components
being original. One thing that strikes me as curious
though (and I have encountered this in a second APT
chassis that I worked on years later) is that despite the
excellent quality of the chassis and its respective well-
mounted components, there are four or five passive
components are left floating perilously close to the tags
on the mains transformer! I’m surprised that a paxolin
tag board was not used to provide an anchor. Maybe
if they had fitted this, something else would have to
‘go’ in order to pay for it, like the felt rings fitted under
the knobs!

The Zetavox has been one of my better buys, a nice
sounding piece of furniture.
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7th March Harpenden auction and AGM
Photographs by Carl Glover and Terry Martini
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Opposite page, top row, left to right:
BVWS Chairman Mike Barker presenting Tony Sale
with the Duncan Neaie Award for preservation.

Mike Barker presenting Gerry Wells with the Pat
Leggatt Award for writing the most popular article.
in 2003 (as voted by BWVS members).

Tony Sale and John EIgar-Whinney displaying items
relating to the codebreakers of Bletchiey Park.
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A tale of two Pyes
By Gary Tempest

Introduction
The Pyes in question are the 3500 from 1929

In good order these radios display well, having an
attractive cabinet design. Conveniently they are mains
powered but you do need an external, high impedance
speaker.

I used to think that they must be very well made,
judging by the number that keep turning up at swap—
meets and fairs. However, in several years, I have only
seen one in excellent condition. Most need restoration,
which is not easy. Maybe that’s why they keep
appearing; it’s the same ones doing the rounds.

The front panel is made of aluminium and is often
corroded. How do you tackle that and put back the
inscriptions? These are stamped into the panel, no
doubt after painting with brown crackle, and were
white filled. After repainting the incision is very fine
and shallow and impossible to fill neatly.

If you take the chassis out of the cabinet, you will find
that this is made from bolted together aluminium panels.
If a prospective purchase has a corroded front panel
then it's fairly certain that all of these will be as well.

Actually, I bought and restored two of these radios,
hence the title of the article. Having another when

completely stripping one is most useful. Also, when
both are finished and working it is good to be able
to compare performance. I am less certain what to
expect from these early sets.

80 a little on the pair I tackled. The first, bought for
about twice the price of the second (one of this one's
attractions) had the better and most complete chassis.
The front panel and the chassis were not conoded, but
the front panel was very shabby. I tried to clean it with
detergent and warm water and still remember the feeling
of dejection. A lot of the surface paint came away in
patches, as a fine powder. Then the cabinet, which I had
hoped not to completely refinish, was found to have
worse delamination of the plywood sides than I had
previously spotted. The second had the better cabinet,
solid and with quite good finish, apart from the top. This
had too many dents and gouges to leave as it was. The
front panel had corrosion pits and sure enough the
chassis was covered in that white roughness that sets
you on edge, just running your fingers over it. It was
missing the chassis L shaped aluminium screening
cover, the plywood back and the bottom steel mesh
panel. However, having those from the first model. it
would not be too hard to make substitutes.

Logically I started on the first bought one.
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My aim was to ‘
keep as much of
the original wiring
as possible. One
reason for this is
it’s very thick with
strong mechanical
joints, making
removal difficult.

As it was not corroded I had hoped not to completely
strip it. However, it was filthy dirty and the inverted
chassis makes cleaning very difficult, so apart it came.
For the second one there was no need for consideration.

Schematic and other information
There is a document on restoring one of these radios
(author unknown but believed to be around 10 to 15
years old), available from Savoy Hill and others. It
provided me with a useful starting point. It includes a
hand-drawn circuit. However, i got a little concerned
when I reached number four in differences to my two
chassis. Some of these may be manufacturing
changes and others’ mistakes in producing it. So this
article includes my version of the circuit. I would have
liked to have seen a copy of an original Pye diagram
but it seems one no longer exists. I tried Gerry and
BVWS Pye specialists but drew a blank.

Circuit Description
The radio has a tuned screened grid RF amplifier with
coil switching for LW and SW (now MW). The switch
has a central position for connecting a gramophone
pickup. The output from V1 is transformer coupled,
with tuning on the secondary side and waveband
switching, to an anode bend detector. Reaction
is used from the anode back to the secondary
of the transformers. The reaction capacitor is
of the differential type. For those unfamiliar with
these, it comprises two sets of fixed plates and
one that rotates. If for RF, both of the fixed plates are
effectively at earth, one connected to it and the other
at a low potential, than the capacity measured to earth
from the moving plates stays constant. A Wireless
World of the time says it is not essential and a simple
variable capacitor will do the job. However, if this is
used then a fixed capacitor of 300 pF should be
provided from the anode to ground. The idea of the
differential capacitor and keeping the shunt capacity
constant was to maintain a flat frequency response
as the control was used. In the anode circuit of V2
is an RF filter preceding a coupling transformer to
the output triode. This has choke power feed with
capacitor coupling to a moving iron loudspeaker.
The power supply uses two metal rectifiers in a
voltage doubler configuration for the HT supply.
Valve bias is obtained by a resistor chain in the
negative side of the HT line to ground.

Dismantling (chassis out of the cabinet)
This is how I went about it. First, I took off the knobs.
There is a trap with the wave-change knob. It has two
grub screws in series. The first has to be completely
removed before the second can be slackened.

Then off came the front and side panels. I cut the
wires to the tuning capacitors and left them on the
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panel. However, the volume and reaction controls had
their nuts removed and were left hanging on the wiring.
The volume control has an insulating bush, as the
spindle is live.

Next came the rear panel. This has all the input and
output terminals and a 0 BA spanner is needed. Most
of the wires go back untouched. My aim was to keep
as much of the original wiring as possible. One reason
for this is it’s very thick with strong mechanical joints,
making removal difficult. For replacement wires I tried
black fibreglass and silicon rubber sleeving. This latter
looks closest to the original.

I took off all the ‘tin box’, wax paper capaCitors early,
as I wanted to test them. At the same time out came
the sloping front panel and the rest of the power-
supply components.

The wave-change switch linkage was then removed.
The switch is two items, one on the aerial side and the
other in the AF. The next obvious thing was to take out
all the remaining components in the aerial»
compartment. This includes the valve base, coils and
switch. These extract nicely, wired together, almost like
a sub—assembly. I then proceeded to do the same with
the Items in the AF side. Again valve bases, coils and
switch. Another sub-assembly.

Finally I removed the chassis centre screen.

Refurbishment

Front Panels —
I started with the front panel. The Bakelite escutcheons
and tuning capacitors were removed. These could now
be carefully cleaned after the knobs were removed.
The paper scales are best taken off and the knobs
washed in warm water and detergent. initially l was
taken in by the scales. At first look they appear
identical but they are different at the band edges. They
are marked 350/01 and 350/02. Logically 01 is the left
hand scale and C2 the right.

I cleaned the tuning caps with a wetted toothbrush
and cotton buds moistened with white spirit. My aim
was not to get any water or solvent inside the slow
motion gearbox, which I left well alone. I spent a lot of
time refitting these components. There are two
concentric knobs, one for coarse and one for fine
tuning. As can be seen from the pictures these are
operated ‘on edge’, with one fitting quite closely inside
the other. Getting them not to scrape, particularly as
the Bakelite may have distorted over the years, takes
several attempts. Also, the clearance in the slot of the
escutcheons is tight. I think this accounts for why you
see escutcheons with chips broken out of their edges.
The knobs bind or jam but the insensitive just force
them on their way. The neat thing to do here is to make
up some shims, to Space the tuning capacitors back a
fraction on the front panel. They only need to be_thin to
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improve things markedly. I used a quality cardboard,
around 0.2mm thick, intended for transformer
insulation. it was easily cut with scissors and the screw
holes made with an old leather punch.

The front panels could be treated differently. For the
one that was not corroded I flatted it right back with
wet and dry paper used wet. I saw no point in
removing the lower layers of paint as they were well
adhered. It is not easy to paint aluminium, as it needs a
special primer. For the second panel, where all the
paint was removed, I searched for an aerosol without
success. In the end it was brush primed with
Hammerite Special Metals Primer, then flatted, and
then undercoated several times with more rubbing
down between coats. Eventually, I got a finish which
did not show brush marks. I had dealt with the
corrosion by abrasion and phosphoric acid (Jenolite). I
don't know how effective this is on aluminium but it
does produce some characteristic blackening.

I had decided that I would not be able to reproduce
the crackle finish and would go for a smooth flat look. -
Also, I was going to abandon the incisions for the
panel markings. Acrylic undercoat has good body and
easily fills them out. The panels were then sprayed with
several coats of Halfords Russet Brown, which is a
close match to the original colour.

I was going to use transfers for the lettering and
reckoned to spray the whole panel with matt lacquer:
Before applying the transfers l flatted the paint back
with wet 1200 grade paper until it was smooth and
dull. The transfers were applied using a very soft
artist’s brush to eliminate air bubbles. They were
custom made for me. A friend created the artwork
and another printed them on an Alpes printer. This
is a printer, which uses a ribbon, with a pure white
medium, which is thermally embossed to the water
soluble transfer material. It is possible to find ink jet
or laser printer transfer paper. However, these printers
produce colours by mixing ink or toner powder
(normally 4 to 6 colours) and don’t produce a good
true white. With the transfers in place they were
lacquered and to my mind look quite acceptable.

Side and other panels
These in one case were cleaned and polished with #
0000 wire wool and beeswax. For the corroded set
they were sent off for sandblasting. This was cheap
and easy and looks good although it is non-original. I
decided against trying to change the appearance with
wire wool and just gave them a polish with beeswax
for protection.

Rear Panels
All the terminals were removed and dropped in a tub of
thin Jenolite for 15 minutes or so. They are plated with
what looks like hard nickel and respond beautifully to
this treatment. I did the same for the majority of the
nuts and bolts, which are also plated. A few were not
and were red rust and so discarded. One panel had
very poor paint. It was all there but had discoloured in
patches. | improved it with T-cut and then spraying
with a couple of coats of satin lacquer.

Wax paper capacitors
On the good chassis these actually still seemed
usable. I left them on soak, each with a 10K Ohm feed
resistor for a week and the leakage actually decreased
(worrying). Final values for those in the power supply
were better than 2M Ohm at 200V and 3M Ohm at
100V for the others.

. For the other chassis there was no question that
willllallilliiilililiiiin.“W....:«slillilllma something hadto bedone. They were rusty andafew

. . ., . had actually sprung open at the top seam. I put a strip
, ._ _, .. , of masking tape, 3mm down from the top of the can.

.. . ' This was only to use as a convenient out line. Then the
’ ‘ tops were cut off at this using a fine hacksaw. A little

warmth from a hot air gun and the wax/paper coils

l

' 1 | l ! i l l | l l l q | .
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could be eased out of the bottom part. The tops have
tags set in cardboard and held in place by pitch. With
careful prising these could simply be levered out. it
was now necessary to use the blowlamp, to unsolder
the ring of metal, where the sides had been cut, from
the top. Then came cleaning up and de-rusting. I
wanted a neat, sound way of making new tags. What I
did was to cut some 3 mm thick Paxolin sheet, roughly
to the inside dimensions of each can. This was then
secured using SBA nuts and bolts. i then drilled holes,
for each tag, in the centre of the holes in the top plate.
The tags were made from short lengths of brass SBA
studding, secured on the outside with a nut and
shake-proof washer. On the inside a simple plain
washer and another nut. The ends of the studding
tinned nicely and made excellent connection points.
For the power supply i used four off, 10 micro F at
400V electrolytic caps and for the others I used poly 1
micro F at 400V. The caps need to have at least 350V
rating as the HT rises to about 300V on switch-on, or
if the valves are removed.

Once the new components were inside, I secured
the tops with solder. Lastly the nice bit; all the
terminals were masked off and the cans sprayed in
Russet Brown.

Power Supply, transformers and chokes
Both transformers and chokes were fine and only
needed cleaning. 'I checked the transformers for
leakage, (primary to frame and primary to secondary)
and measured better than 100M Ohm at 500V.

Power Supply, selenium rectifiers
I did not bother even to test these but replaced them,
for reliability, with IN4007 diodes (the only ones I stock)
and 1K 3W series resistors. The resistors, apart from
keeping the HT voltage down, should protect the
transformer against possible shorts.
I wanted to mount the diodes and resistors behind the
original items and still use their connecting tags. This
was achieved by taking the Bakelite ends off and
swapping one of the copper/oxide washers for a
Paxolin insulating one. All the washers mount on a
varnished cardboard former that has a length of 23A
studding through the centre. l improved leakage by
using heat shrink tubing over the last inch or so of
tube and underneath the connection plate.

Power Supply, resistor stacks
The wire-wound resistor stacks were cleaned up and the
values measured. On both most of the high values were
open circuit, and l was not going to leave any that
weren’t anyway. I disconnected all ends of the wire,
snipped them back and held them in place with melted
wax. Then behind the unit I mounted individual metal film
resistors. I used values taken from the ‘other schematic’,
accepting that the author had measured or removed wire
and calculated the correct values. Since all the voltages
came to the valve data book values, I’m sure this is so.
All the low value wire wound resistors, for bias voltages,
were fine and l was happy to leave those with their more
substantial wire gauge.

Aerial compartment
The switches in the aerial compartment are neat units
and typical of Pye’s background in instrument
manufacture at the time. These I cleaned with switch
cleaner and cotton buds. The valve base used a
rubber-covered wire for the heaters. This was replaced
with a silicon rubber insulated substitute.

AF compartment
Similarly, the first task for components in the AF
compartment was cleaning and then replacement of
valve heater wiring. Then I turned to inspecting the
volume and reaction controls. Both volume controls were
open circuit or went so at some point of rotation (more
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PYE .35c Power supply layout (viewed from front)

on them later). The reaction controls were fine apart from
loose and connections. I got over this by squeezing the
rivets, which pass right through the assembly, in a vice. l
sweated slightly as I did this. These and the volume
control were refitted with a fibre washer between the
front panel and the securing nut. It was a good idea as
even after removing and replacing the front panel several
times (controls left hanging on the wiring), during
assembly and test, the panels were unmarked.

All the mica capacitors so far had measured close to
the correct value and had minuscule leakage. However,
one (C4) was found to be open circuit. This one is
bolted to the rear panel and the robust wiring had
stressed it enough to break an internal connection.
Fortunately these are large enough for me to melt out
the old pitch and mount a modern type inside the
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case. One wire-wound 10K Ohm, for V2 bias, was
open circuit. The old wire was cut off the former and
replaced with a metal film resistor and covered with
black heat shrink sleeving. As this item is difficult to
get to, and the resistance wire very thin and brittle
now, I did the same for the other. One of the V2 to V3
coupling transformers was open circuit on the 10K
Ohm side. I took it apart hoping for a break near a tag,
but no such luck. I am not set up to wind hundreds of
turns of very fine wire and so looked around for a
replacement. Fortunately I had one of almost identical
size that only needed moving one fixing hole.

Volume controls
At first I was puzzled by the volume controls. They
needed to be 10’s of K Ohms but appemed to be wire-
wound and judging by the wire size quite low in value. I
had to take one apart. There is an outer Bakelite ring
(see picture) which can be Ievered off. This surrounds
the outside of the wire track. Immediately a glimmer of
understanding occurred. This ring was holding and
pressing a thin carbon covered film against the turns of
wire. These were only acting as pick up points on to the
film. But why did they not just short it out? When I
removed the wire track all was revealed. It could be bent
flat and on the underside all the wires had been out
along the centre line, except for a quarter of an inch or
so at each end. The out had been cleverly made such
that the wire ends had been turned and sWaged into the
former. So most of the wire was just 0 shaped pickup
loops that were insulated from each other. I imagined

the track being wound on the former, which seemed like
some sort of impregnated cardboard, in one continuous
length, then probably laid under a press and a V shaped
chisel tool powering down to cut and bend the wires.
They were beyond repair due to corrosion of the wire
and breakdown of the film.

Replacement electrically was not going to be hard: I
had some old style pots of suitable value. The difficulty
is that the spindle needed to be one-eighth inch
diameter to fit the knob. I don’t have a lathe, but got
around it by using a column drill. I made a guard to go
over the working parts of the control, in order not to
get sliced. The bench press table was adjusted so that
the pot working parts missed the table and the top of
the guard. It also made a support for the files used to
reduce the diameter, over the half inch l needed. Once
I had the working part to the correct diameter than I
could cut off the remainder. '

Cabinets
The first cabinet had the de—laminating sides re-glued.
The finish in many places was very poor. I decided to
strip it and attempt French Polishing. This I found not
too difficult to do for the flat top but I could not get an
acceptable result for the inset front panel and
overhung sides. When the ‘rubber’ (cloth covered
cotton— wool pad for application) can be drawn off the
edge it’s relatively easy, but stopping it short for an
obstruction beat me.

I had read that French Polish and cellulose lacquer
are compatible. How tempting it was to flat the polish



and spray it with a few coats of satin lacquer. Old
hands may now be smiling to themselves. At first it
looked beautiful with the warm orange glow from the
polish topped by the flawless satin. But a few hours
later a disaster. The surface had gone into crazed lines
almost like a giant crackle finish. So it would seem that
this might be possible if the French Polish were 50
years old but not when it is only a week. When all the
finish had been cleaned off with cellulose thinners, l
was advised to leave it for a few months, after washing
down several times with white spirit. This was to allow
the linseed oil, used as a polishing lubricant, to totally
dry. Apparently it penetrates into the grain. After this
the cabinet was re-finished using red mahogany stain
and satin lacquer.

For the other cabinet, I decided just to clean up the
sides and front and re-polish the top. One nice thing that
can be done with French Polish is that, after flatting down,
dents and scratches can be gradually filled with polish. It
has to be allowed to dry out to about the consistency of
treacle first. Once filled and proud of the surface it needs
to harden for several weeks. Then it can be trimmed
down a little with a sharp blade before flatting with silicon
carbide paper. Finally I re-polished the top. The result,
while not to professional standard, is very good.

The cabinets have pretty cutouts at the bottom for
power supply ventilation. This is covered, on the inside,
with a piece of metal gauze. One of these cleaned up
well with just water and detergent, but not so the other.
It had marks as if someone had spilled stain over it;
perhaps they had, in trying to touch up the cabinet. I
tried increasingly strong solvents, eventually resorting
to cellulose thinners. This took the gauze back to a
bright finish that looked like phosphor bronze. Did it
start off like that and darken with age? I think not as
the cellulose thinners were tinted as if the grill had
been spray painted. What to do now? Chance spray
painting and risk clogging the fine mesh or try
darkening with chemical fumes. l have used household
ammonia, on brass, and it worked well so I decided to
try this approach first. I made a fume chamber from an
old saucepan and aluminium foil. The ammonia was
poured in, up to a depth of about half an inch, and the
mesh kept out of the liquid by standing it on a plastic
lid. 1 left it to pickle for an hour and the results were not
dark enough so it was left for longer. Still not dark
enough: so why not leave it overnight? Next day, it
certainly was dark, but when I went to lift it out it
disintegrated to the touch! Oddly the wires going
length ways were sound but the cross wires were very
weak. This shows the dangers of using chemicals
when you know very little about chemistry.

I think it may have worked on the previous occasion
because it was an escutcheon that was easy to polish
and degrease, before the ammonia fumes. Obviously
l could not get that degree of cleanliness for the gauze.
The item probably needs to be really free of
contaminants for the fumes to work quickly. As a point
of interest, the centre section of the escutcheon was
repolished, using #0000 wire wool, to give that ‘fade to
the outside’ look typical of early radios. Once
lacquered with a few coats of satin it looked excellent.

I now had a new problem finding replacement
gauze. This is not easy and I never did find brass or
phosphor bronze. What I did find was a mesh in
aluminium. This is actually punched rather than woven
with a diamond shaped hole that just passes a 1 mm
drill. l primed it and sprayed it to match the front panel,
including finishing with matt lacquer.

I had a bit of luck when I found the aluminium mesh
in a sheet metal shop and fabricator. He also had the
perforated steel sheet needed for the bottom covers.
l use the plural, as I decided to use the one I had, as
just a template. It was rusty and warped and the effort
needed to get it respectable was just not worthwhile.

It actually got better as he cut and bentthe missing
L shaped screening cover for me at reasonable cost.

Testing
The first chassis worked straight away and received
stations but was prone to motor boating. However,
the second was dead and yet all DC conditions were
as expected. l knew that all components were good,
so it had to be a wiring error, but l just could not
find it. When all the wires are the same colour it is
easy to keep making the same error in tracing. What
I did was to measure the gain from the PU terminals
for each chassis. I did this using an audio generator
and a 2K Ohm resistor in place of the loudspeaker.
The generator was capacity coupled, in each lead,
with 10K Ohm across the PU terminals. The
measurements were made using an oscilloscope with
its earth connected to the chassis speaker terminal.

Good results should be, at 1kHz, 70mV pk/pk in for
15V pk/pk out. Intermediate voltages are V2 anode
1.6V pk/pk and V3 grid 6V pk/pk.

One nice thing that
can be done with
French Polish is
that, after flatting
down, dents and
scratches can
be gradually filled
with polish.
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At one time
I would have
thought three
valve TRF radios
simple to restore,
but now I know
different.

The problem was quickly found now. What I had
done was to connect V2 decoupling capacitor to the
wrong side of the volume control, so shorting out all
signal to V3.

Once I had the second chassis operating, it was
apparent that it was much more stable, even with the
volume control at maximum. It was possible to improve
the first by shunting the paper capacitors with good
modern items. Specifically that for V2 bias had the
most effect. It was then that I decided to stop messing
around and recap all in this chassis, as I had done for
the other. I was worried about leaving those in the
power supply anyway and reckoned one day I might
change them.

I used the same method as before but found that
I did not need to unsolder the ring of metal from the
side, after I had cut off the top. It could simply be
prised away. It appeared that the top had just been
pushed on after the can was topped up with pitch.
So it seems I imagined the top be soldered in place
when I did the others. Easy to do with so much dirt,
rust and pitch around. From this you may think it
possible to just lever off the top but being very thin
it would certainly be damaged.

After having done the work and with the caps
back in the chassis l was pleased with my efforts.
The chassis looks much nicer with the repainted
cans and I could stop worrying about failures in
the power supply. However, it had not cured the LF
instability problem. It turned out that the time constant
of V2 bias components was critical. If the resistor or
decoupling capacitor was increased then the chassis
could be made unconditionally stable. Since 22K Ohm,
for the resistor, gave stability I decided to use
47K Ohm. The ‘other’ schematic has the bias resistor
marked as 100K Ohm; perhaps the value had been
increased to cure this problem. Note that on my
chassis the original 10K Ohm resistor was wire-wound,
whereas that for bias (100K Ohm), when using
a pickup, was a carbon film.

Odd that the second chassis was stable even with
a 10K Ohm bias resistor or less. This was the chassis
that had had the coupling transformer replaced for
one that was not identical, apart from the turns ratio?
Could it be this that had changed the low frequency
response, around the unwanted feedback loop of V2
and V3? I suppose I should have swapped them to
find out, but energy was running low and I wanted
to move on to another radio.

Performance .
The performance of the two radios is now very close.
One (the second chassis) may have slightly more
sensitivity but there is not a lot in it. It was interesting
how both were markedly more stable once the
screening cover was bolted securely in place, rather
than just holding it on with an earthed crocodile clip.
They will pull in lots of stations but it is easy to
overload V1. Either the aerial tapping needs to be used
or alternatively the aerial circuit can be deliberately
mistuned. Obviously the selectivity is poor and for
interest I had a look at the bandwidths with a
wobbulator. On SW (MW) it is around 45 kHz wide and
on LW 20 kHz.

The reaction control only needs to be advanced
about one third of rotation before oscillation occurs. On
all UK stations, with their huge power compared to 70
odd years ago, its use is unnecessary.
Audio on a BTH C2 horn speaker is suprisingly loud
and clear.

I thought the current passed by V2, the anode bend
detector, seemed high. I had believed that they should
be biased to pass less than 1.0mA. Therefore I did a
little experimenting, by connecting the valve’s bias
resistor to the wiper of a potentiometer across the bias
supply. On a mix of stations the value used gave good
results. On really strong signals increasing the bias to
around —4V gave more output. This was a reduction in
anode current from 3.5mA to 1.3mA. A Wireless World
from 1927 had the following to say “For an anode bend
detector, working with large signals, then grid bias is
not critical. It should be negative to ensure that grid
current does not flow”.

Conclusions
At one time I would have thought three valve TRF
radios simple to restore, but now I know differently.
I spent a lot of time on these two, both on appearance
and on the electronics. It did make me re-appreciate
the coming of the Superheterodyne, with its many
filters and easily obtainable excellent performance.

Both of these radios do look very good’and I am
pleased with them. My favourite, and the one I shall
keep, is the totally refinished model in satin lacquer.
Some may say that they are over restored and I would
agree if they were excellent (museum quality) radios to
begin with. But they weren’t, being poor specimens, of
which there are still plenty around. Now they work and
are actually quite fun to use. Visitors are surprised to
hear the respectable sound and the number of
stations, including ones from foreign shores, which
they can receive.

It’s all in Toronto
Dicky Howett reports

The next time you visit Canada, got to Toronto, and take
in the CBC Museum. It's the sort of thing we don't have
in the UK, namely a proper broadcasters' museum,
(shame on you BBC) and what's more, there's an
ancient 1952 vintage Marconi Mk 2 camera and Mole
Richardson crane in the lobby. Okay, so the camera's
missing a few bits and bobs and the turret's not on
straight, but it's all a whole lot better than nothing at all.
The CBC Museum is adjacent to the main broadcasting
centre (opened in 1992) in 'downtown‘ Toronto, and
features many radio and television displays plus regular
free screenings of tv programmes and retrospectives.
There are also regular tours available of the main
Broadcasting centre which boasts three large tv
production studios perched on the tenth floor! Currently
the CBC Broadcasting Centre is the worlds largest
totally digital facility.
For more info contact www.cbc.ca/museum



The Aeonic “Suitcase V”
Five Valve Portable
By R.J.Grant

Late one Saturday afternoon, the doorbell rang; it was Geoff, one of the Dads from my
son’s scout group. “Allo Rog” he said, “my neighbour is having his loft done and he
found this, he wants a tenner for it.” He was carrying a dirty brown box that looked like
a wind-up gramophone. Opening up this box revealed five, shiny, nineteen twenties
valves. “Definitely worth a tenner that is” I said, thanked him kindly for remembering my
hobby and me and paid him the money. Geoff had remembered me ferreting among the
junk when we helped out with the Scout’s jumble sales and the chit-chats about our
interests and hobbies on the father and son camping weekends as we sat around the
campfire guzzling lots of beer after the kids had gone to bed.
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A quick wipe-over with a damp cloth revealed that
the outer covering was soft leather and in reasonably
good condition. A good clean with some foam cleaner
and a polish with some light tan shoe polish bought
this quite colourful orange-brown leather back to life.

Inside, on the battery cover was the logo “Aeonic
suit case portable V”. Not having heard of Aeonic,
I searched among my reference books and the
Internet for any information about this firm and a
possible date of manufacture. All I could come up
with was that the Aeonic Company in London made

it in the late twenties. The Aeonic Company
disappeared a few designs later in the mid thirties.
Not surprising if they used leather instead of the
usual Rexine or even printed paper like the other
manufacturers of this kind of set at this time.

The inside was reasonably clean, the Vulcanite
control panel and battery cover were an orange-brown
marbling, a colour similar to the case, a bit dull with
age. A previous owner in the dim and distant past had
drilled a hole and fitted a foreign variable capacitor in
the control panel next to the reaction control (labelled
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It seems to have
lasted the past
seventy odd years
very well and
escaped becoming
lunch for lesser
order creatures
as usually happens
with this cheap
plywood and

"organic glue.

Fig a: Battery cover with logo
Fig b: Speaker and aerial coils
Fig c: Speaker cone removed
Fig d: Speaker Drive
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volume). The tuning and reaction controls are scaled
0-100 and one of the slow motion drive knobs had
a large chunk missing, leaving only about half of the
knob attached to the central retaining collar.
The battery cover was retained by two knurled screws,
which when removed reveal the battery compartment
complete with an original grid bias battery. As
expected the HT and LT batteries were missing, some
of the battery leads had been extended as usual for
a battery set, the original battery leads getting shorter
as the wander plugs fell off and were refitted,
eventually needing extension, a fair indication
of lots of use.

Most of the rest of the wiring looked original and
of the usual cotton braid over rubber variety, a sort
of copper colour probably to match the orange/brown
colour of the case and vulcanite panels. All of the
wiring was very brittle with the insulation breaking
up, but fortunately, the wander plugs and label tags
were all present.

The valves were removed, cleaned and tested. All
had reasonable emission and were in good shape
cosmetically. The four screws retaining the control
panel were removed revealing the rest of the
components in the base, all manufactured by famous
names of the day.Three HF chokes and one LF
transformer, all were checked ok, the DC resistance
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readings were noted for the circuit diagram that I had
started to draw.

The fixed capacitors were all mice types and
needed no attention at all and the resistors were the
cartridge type that fit into push fit holders, also all
within tolerance.

The tuning capacitors were of very good quality,
made of brass and nickel plated brass with built in ball
bearing slow~motion drives, all in excellent condition
and working very smoothly. These were removed from
the control panel, including the foreign one, which
wasn't actually connected to anything and the panel
placed aside for cleaning and polishing later.

The eight screws retaining the speaker panel in the
lid were removed revealing the speaker, tuning coils and
the on/off/wave change switch, all in very good
condition and electrically intact. The frame aerial tuning
coils were wound in double cotton-covered wire of
about 28 SWG including an over-wind for applying an
external aerial and earth, with sockets for these on the
speaker panel. All the coils were wound on a cheap
plywood frame held together with sticky brown paper,
of the kind used for wrapping parcels and some badly
applied Scotch glue. However, it seems to have lasted
the past seventy odd years very well and escaped
becoming lunch for lesser order creatures as usually
happens with this cheap plywood and organic glue.
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The on/off wave change switch was the GPO key
type and only needed its contacts cleaning with a
spot of lighter fuel (the petrol variety), this evaporates
completely and leaves no oily residue for dust to stick
to in the future.

The cardboard speaker cone was held in place by
a single screw in a small brass collar, passed over the
drive pin of the moving iron part of the speaker:
Removal revealed the drive unit in very good condition
and reading about 1000 Ohms. This DC resistance
and the number of turns on the tuning coils were
counted and noted for the drawing.

All of the flexible wiring was replaced with brass
coloured flex from unravelled three-wire type originally
intended for brass table lamps and chandeliers. l was
lucky enough to have purchased about half a drum of
this from a boot fair a couple of years earlier. The ends
were whipped with similar coloured thread to stop any
fraying; the colour was far from perfect but it was the
right type of wire with a similar metallic finish.

The battery cover and control panel were cleaned
and the hole that had been drilled in the control panel
filled in. A piece of masking tape was placed over the
hole on the front side of the panel. With the panel
face—down the back was filled with “Araldite rapid”
epoxy resin, worked well into the hole with a
matchstick to avoid air bubbles on the exposed
surface. When set, the masking tape was removed
and the front panel artwork was touched in with Ford

“Rio Brown” car spray paint, this being a good colour
match. It was sprayed into the cap of the can first and
then dabbed on with a small brush. When fully dry it
was cut back with some very fine cutting paper, (about
1200 grade), th is blended it  i n  well with the marbling;
both panels were then polished with Brasso on a soft
cloth bringing back the full colour and lustre.

With everything back in place, some batteries were
borrowed from a previous restoration, fitted and the set
run up. The set was turned on at the three position
wave change/on/off switch, marked Long and Short
Waves and Short Wave was selected. The tuning
control was moved through its range and the faint
stations enhanced with the volume control (reaction).
After the moving iron speaker gap was adjusted for
best volume without bottoming out, the set worked
quite well although selectivity was very poor as
expected from this regenerative type of circuit. The
tuning band was a bit narrow, only covering the lower
frequency end of the medium wave band and part of
the long, but it was quite fun tuning in and tweaking up
the reaction and tuning controls for best performance.
A short time later while in Rupert's Vintage Wireless
shop, searching for a knob for another set, I found
a slow motion drive knob for this set. Quite a surprise
as I considered this set was a bit rare and I thought
I would have to make a copy of the existing complete
knob on the tuning control. A nice finish to an
interesting restoration.
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Fig 9: Frame Aerial detail
Fig i: Internal Components

A short time later
while in Rupert’s
Vintage Wireless
shop, searching for
a knob for another
set, I found a slow
motion drive knob
for this set.

Note: For the technical and
historical significance of the
five-trlode type of portable see
BVWS Bulletin Vol.14 No.3,
September 1989.
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Virtually second-hand: how is
eBay, the Internet auction
site, affecting collecting
practices? We need your help
by Dr Rebecca Ellis, University of Essex
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Above: a typical eBay entry for !
a Vintage ,Wsion. I ve been a member of the BVWS for

about a year and a half now, but have
been on the 'fringes' of the radio
collecting scene for some four years -
initially just attending the NVCF events at
the NEC, before moving on to the smaller
swap meets and auctions. During that
time, there is a word I have heard
muttered increasingly: ‘eBay.’ eBay, of
course, is the unrivalled Internet auction
site for collectables, and the place where
more and more of the radios I would have
seen four years ago have disappeared to.

Overheard conversations have included mutinous
huddles where sellers lament the over-supply of round
Ekcos on the site, and talk about colluding to keep
prices high and an aura of relative rarity intact. Other
collectors scour swap meets and events for bargains
they can re-sell on eBay - Roberts radios are
particularly popular. Then there are the stories, with
almost mythical status, about a strange, unknown item
bought speculatively for £20 from an auction, only to
attract an additional nought when the eBay
countdown finished. Other collectors have had bad
experiences of fraud, or rue having to wrap and post
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that impossibly large, heavy radio. eBay muttering has
got louder and more frequent, which started an idea
for a research project in my head. How was eBay
changing collecting practices, particularly for this
group I was in contact with - radio and TV collectors?
In particular, was eBay reducing or increasing
participation in the 'physical' meetings? Moreover,
were the items being bought and sold at face-to-face
events changing? Did buying and selling on eBay
involve individuals who also frequented the physical
meetings? Also, if a section of the collecting
community were not using eBay, what were the
reasons for this? Was buying on the 'net too easy
when you had to find that round Ekco in a Birmingham
junk shop for £15? So many questions which need
answering.

Luckily, the Economic and Social Research Council
agreed that this was an important area to research,
funding myself and my colleague, Anna Haywood, to
undertake two years' worth of social research on
eBay. We both work at Chimera, a satellite department
of the University of Essex, which is based at a science
park that some of you may be familiar with: Adastral
Park in Martlesham Heath near Ipswich, which is also
the site of much BT research.

The project is not only looking at how eBay is
changing collecting practices, but also at wider issues
of identity, knowledge and-community, which are an
intrinsic part of collecting. How are identities
constructed and presented on the site? For example,
what user names do people have and how do they
choose them? Do names reflect what’s being
collected or do they operate to hide who the eBayer is
in 'real life'? 00 eBay members have 'about me'
pages and what information do they include on them?
What knowiedges do people show? Do eBay radio
collectors identify 'unknown' radio sets for other eBay
radio sellers? Do radio seller/ collectors describe the
history of their sets? And, finally, do eBay members
participate in the 'eBay community' using the eBay
community pages, or just through fleeting e-mail
exchanges as a buyer or seller? Indeed, is eBay
regarded as a community at all or just an online
version of the BVWS?

There is an embarrassment of questions in this
article, and I‘d really like your help in answering them
and creating more. l 'm looking for volunteers who
wouldn't mind being informally interviewed for half an
hour or so, at a swap meet or on the phone. eBay
mutterings are only likely to get louder, not quieter. To
help with our research, I would very much appreciate
your eBay thoughts and experiences, as such insights
will allow us to see how eBay is likely to change the
collecting practices of all of us.

For more information, contact me, Rebecca Ellis:
rellis@essex.ac.uk or PP1, Ross Building, Adastral Park,
Manesham Heath, Ipswich, IP5 3RE.
Tel: 01473 632240.

See also the University of Essex's research publication Wyvern
for a project summary. http://www.essex.ac.uk/wyvem/2004-—
01/rese‘arch.htm
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in 1969, armed with my pass certificate for the City & Guilds
‘Radio & Electronics Servicing’ examination, I found a job at
Koffler’s, a small TV retailer in Gorton, East Manchester. As I was
shown around the sales department (with its washing machines,
irons and kettles down one side, and the radiograms and TV sets
on the other), I was told that my duties would include helping to
clean and arrange the stock, make the tea, mop the floors and
generally be the firrn’s dogsbody. Oh — and learn the art of radio
and TV repair too.
The workshop was up a flight of external wooden
stairs and consisted of the workshop itself, with its
long wooden benches with ‘in’ and ‘out’ bays, the
small stockroom full of new valves and sundry
components, the kitchen (which also held lots of
empty TV cartons) and the Service Managers office.
In there sat Mr Smith in his grey dust coat, filling out
his treasured service record cards. He was a large
man, a bit of a ‘sergeant major’ type, although the
more senior engineers had a bit of a giggle behind his
back. I was always in fear and trembling in his
presence. He wouldn't stand for sloppy or lazy work.
I remember him getting on his high horse when I made
rather a poor job of fitting a new focus slider to a Bush
TV. However, the very same day he gave me praise for
bothering to polish up a set before it went onto the
‘out bay'. ‘That‘s right, lad” he said. ‘Take pride in your
work, that's the way’. Although this was the dual-
standard era, most of the repairs concerned single-
standard 405 line sets. Most of them were rather
poorly designed, flimsy affairs with performance to
match. They had little in the way of DC restoration or
black level clamping, interlace was more by luck than
design, and all had the bare minimum in sound quality.
I didn't know very much about these subjects at the
time, but i was aware that some sets gave much
better pictures than others. One of the best was the
Murphy V310, a 17" set with a distinctive wrap-around
cabinet and spring-loaded trap door for the controls
on top. The pictures produced by this set were
beautiful. A nicely graded greyscale and pin-sharp
focus (but without an obvious line structure) made the
set an absolute joy to watch. If you’ve never seen one
of these showing some real 405 line material then
you’ve missed a treat. It's a pity that the 21 inch
version was such a dog!

Once a week, myself and the other apprentice took
turns in going out in the van with Brian, one of the
senior engineers. This was intended to give us some
variety and show us how ’real world’ repairs were
done. it was my job to fetch and carry, read the A to Z
and to 'watch and learn'. It could be a nice change
from workshop life.
One day, we were called to a couple who had bought
a Bush TV from Koffier's about five years previously.
Their first telly. They were a pleasant middle aged
couple, and the offer of tea and biscuits was most
welcome. Whilst his wife prepared these , Mr Pleasant
described the fault. There was a raster but no sound or
vision, and he explained that this was the first time he
had to call us out, and that he hoped it was nothing
serious. Brian switched the set off and turned it around
to remove the back. He fitted a new PCF80 mixer/osc

One of the best
was the Murphy
V310, a 17" set
with a distinctive
wrap-around
cabinet and
spring--loaded trap
door for the
controls on top.

Murphy V310 on table

Colour was
gathering speed,
and although
single-standard
625 line sets were
on their way, the
dual-standard
monsters that
were in general
use had to be
seen (and lifted!)
to be believed.
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and switched back on. No difference. So he replaced
the original and went for the EF80 common IF instead.
This did the trick, and we were rewarded with a crisp,
bright test card and music. Mr and Mrs Pleasant were
over the moon. As we finished our tea, Brian gave him
the bill which was settled at around £6. During this
transaction, Mr Pleasant seemed to be working up to
something.
’er - could i ask you something?‘ he said.
'Fire away', said Brian.
'Well, when you took the back off the set, you turned
the volume control down and it made a click. What's
that?I
Brian smiled and then looked non-plussed. He
reached for the volume control and turned it fully anti-
clockwise, where it clicked off.
'That's it!‘ said Mr Pleasant.
Brian looked at the customer, then at the set, then
back at the customer: 'That's the on-off switch - you
know, the one you turn on when you want the set on
and off when you don't.
‘Oh’ said Mr Pleasant, looking a little sheepish. ‘We
didn’t know that. I don’t think we saw any mention of
it in the instruction book. We just turn the sound
down, and that control at the back (he meant the
brightness control, which was on the back on this set)
gets rid of the picture.’

Brian explained that in future, the set should be
turned off with the ‘click' when not in use and that a
TV set could be a fire hazard if left on overnight or if
the house was empty. We gathered up our bits and
pieces and headed for the next call. Back at the
workshop, Brian asked Mr Smith for the record card
for Mr Pleasant’s set. Sure enough, the couple had
purchased it in 1963 and this was its first call. It had
run 24 hours a day for six years without a break.
Whoever designed that chassis, take a bow! Colour
was gathering speed, and although single-standard
625 line sets were on their way, the dual-standard
monsters that were in general use had to be seen (and
lifted!) to be believed. Unlike today’s models, they
weren't 'plug in and forget', they had to be carefully
installed by someone who knew what they were doing
and a half hour setting up procedure was the norm.
One colour installation sticks in my mind. I can’t recall
the make of set, but I certainly remember the dark,
frosty winter’s evening when we huffed and puffed our
way up the customer’s drive and into his lounge. He
was an elderly but powerfully-built man and judging by
the nice Jaguar in his drive, he had a bit of money.
‘Put it over there’ he said, as if we just needed to plug
it in and leave. We straddled it across a chair while we
attached the short wooden legs, and then heaved it
into the corner between the serving hatch and the
French windows. Brian sent me out to the van for the
setting-up kit while he warmed up the set. When I
returned, Mrs Jaguar, who was also elderly but
powerfully-built, was manning the kettle. in the lounge
things were not so rosy, the picture on the new telly
being a queasy—looking mess, rather like a seriously
out—of-focus bowl of fruit with a ghostly excuse for a
picture swimming in the background. Mr Jaguar's face
showed that he was not impressed, but Brian kept his
cool and muttered ’purity‘. He said that this kind of
thing wasn't uncommon on a new installation, and that
it was all caused by the direction of the Earth's
magnetic field. I plugged in the degaussing coil and
handed it to Brian, who proceeded to wave it around
in front of the screen. There was some improvement,
but no matter how Brian waved the coil (which was
now getting hot and starting to smell), he could not
bring about any further change. Mrs Jaguar brought in
the tea, and on seeing the multi-coloured mess on the
screen said it looked like a kaleidoscope. She was
right. It did.

'Oh, the scan coils must have moved during the
joumey', said Brian, but i could see he was really



When he got to
within about four
feet of the TV, the
picture erupted
into a mass of
purple and blue
blotches.

struggling to explain this weirdness. Off came the back,
but despite his furious back and fro-ing of the scan coils
and twirling of the purity rings, it was no good. Small
patches of pure picture could be slid around the screen,
but nothing like a watchable picture ever appeared.
i could only sit and drink my tea. Then Brian seemed
to have a brainwave. Unplugging the set from the aerial
and mains, he motioned to me to help him move the
set to the other comer. With the set connected up again,
we held our breath as it whistled into life. There it was,
an almost perfect picture! After another degauss and
a rough set-up we had good pictures on both line
standards. Mr and Mrs Jaguar were very pleased.
However, they wanted to know why they couldn’t
have their new pride and joy in their favoured corner,
so Brian said if he could do a bit of detective work,
perhaps he would be able to tell them. Could he take
a look on the other side of the wall? Mrs Jaguar
escorted him through to the kitchen where Brian made
a bit of a show of 'detecting‘ the suspect spot. 'What’s
in there?’ he asked, pointing to a cupboard next to the
sink unit. 'Oh, just cloths and cleaning stuff normally,
but we're having a tidy up at the moment so I’m not
sure'. 'Just a minute‘ piped up Mr Jaguar, and he
reached over and opened the door. There, behind some
general kitchen stuff, was a small model-makers lathe.

It looked very old, but had been beautifully cared
for. 'It normally lives in the garage, I've got a bit of a
workshop out there', he said. 'I brought it in while we
had a tidy-up'. Brian obviously wanted to prove a point.
With great difficulty, he removed it from the cupboard
and staggered with it into the lounge. When he got to
within about four feet of the TV, the picture erupted into
a mass of purple and blue blotches. 'Gotcha!' cried
Brian, and sagging under the weight of the magic
magnetic lathe, waddled out into the hall wherehe
put the offender on the floor. Brian told me to wave
the degausser around in the cupboard in case anything
had been magnetised, while he moved the TV back into
the favourite corner and made a few more purity and
convergence tweaks. After the usual warnings about
vacuum cleaners, magnets and HiFi loudspeaker

Book review by Gerald Wells.

The Tannoy Story
by Julian Alderton

I cannot think of anybody more suitable or appropriate
to write the story of this extraordinary firm and its
founder Guy R Fountain, than Julian Alderton. If you go
anywhere in the world and ask anyone what Tannoy
means, they will say ‘Public address’ or
‘Loudspeakers’ or ‘The means to communicate with
large numbers of people’.

Guy Ft Fountain was the genius behind this system
of mass communication. He had a small business in
Tulsemere Road, West Dulwich, where he
manufactured battery chargers and battery eliminators
that would enable you to run your battery radio off the
electric mains. Some form of motification was
necessary to convert the AC electric mains into direct
current. Fountain experimented with several precious
metals and found that an alloy of Tantalum worked
quite well, so he called his company Tannoy after
Tantalum alloy. Julian’s father Douglas was a close
friend of the Fountains and was jointly responsible for
the name that became a household word. It wasn’t
long before Guy Fountain got involved with
loudspeaker equipment.

Julian grew up with Guy and Elsie’s children; he also
got to know all the top people that worked at Tannoy.
As a technical person he was able to appreciate the
extraordinary work that was being done. The dual
concentric speaker is the main thing that springs to
mind. In ‘The Tannoy story’ not only does Julian give
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cabinets, we wished the happy Mr and Mrs Jaguar
a good evening and headed for the van. Just as we
were preparing to move off, who should come knocking
on the van window but Mr Jaguar. Oh no! Now what?
Had the set burst into flames? Had it relapsed into
its blotchy ways? Or maybe Mrs Jaguar had decided
the set looked better in the other corner after all? None
of these, thank goodness. Mr Jaguar was so ecstatic
about his new telly that he thought we deserved an
extra reward for our heroic efforts. He handed me a ten
pound note. Ten pounds! To split between the two of
us. Now ten quid isn't a lot of money these days, just
about enough for a bottle of cheap whisky or a couple
of gallons of petrol, but then it was quite a sum, in fact
twice my weekly wage!

I left Koffler’s shortly after this and started work for
a local family firm just up the road from my home, but
as this takes us firmly into the single-standard days of
the 1970’s, perhaps I'd better wait another twenty years
before dipping into them.

graphic descriptions of these products but he paints a
very vivid verbal picture of Guy Fountain, he doesn’t
pull his punches, he gives it to you warts and all.

Julian very accurately describes a man that was not
only a business genius but a man of enormous mood
swings, highly emotional at times, very generous and
sometimes very mean. In spite of this, his workforce
stayed with him to the end. Julian describes all the leading
people in the company with great warmth and affection.

I too have been involved with public adress
equipment for the best part of sixty years. I was at
Dulwich prep with Guy’s two sons Michael and David.
I also got to know many of the Tannoy staff.

I have known Julian Alderton for at least thirty years
and can appreciate the enormous research he has put
into this book. This book contains photographs and
diagrams that I didn’t know existed. His technical
descriptions are accurate and concise.

I personally recommend it to anybody in the audio
world or historians that are interested in the history of
Norwood and Dulwich or are seriously involved with
high fidelity (no special speaker cables or gold-plated
plugs). As a reference book I would say it is a must for
any library or technical college.

Published by Edward Gaskell. lSN No. 1~898546-58-4
or lazarouspress©aotcom
paperback £9.99 or hardback £18.99



A brief resumé of British (and
several overseas) Finished
goods & component
manufacturers (as at January
2004) part 1 by Dave Hazell

Apart from vintage electronics, one of my other
interests is that of company histories. For
around thirty years, I have been studying the
never ending stream of take-overs and mergers
(plus some bankruptciesl). As time goes by, the
number of companies in the consumer
electronics and consumer component
manufacturing areas has steadily mduced until
the sectors are now dominated by a handful of
multinationals (few, if any, being British).
Although many long established brand names
survive (e.g. Bush), they very rarely have any
connection to the original brand name owners.

Over this period, most of my information has
come from newspaper articles, company
publications, old magazines and more recently
the Internet (of course). I would also like to
thank Phil Marrison, Andy Wade and Mr Albert
Porter for their contributions.

I have included many overseas companies,
since they either supplied components to UK
manufacturers or they had factories in the UK.
In addition, quite a lot of US made components
were sent to the UK in the years during WW2
and for several years thereafter, under the
‘Iease-Iend' arrangements.

I have summarised as much information as I
have been able to collect about brand names
related to UK radio, audio, television and
associated component manufacture.

I have also included, for completeness
and interest, details of many electrical and
other companies that were associated with
the radio and TV manufacturing, distribution
and retail trades.

I do not claim this list to be full and
complete. There may also be some errors -
but I have tried to confirm details from at least
two independent sources, where possible.
However, I hope you find it interesting and
if you can shed any further light on the names
and companies shown - or add others, I am
sure a letter to the editor (or an e-mail to the
website controller), would be much
appreciated. I like to know the real story of the
company (or companies) behind brand names -
whatever I might be buying. Consequently, I
find the history of companies and brand names
a fascinating subject.

'I'he Complete database will also be available online
from the BWVS website shortly.

AB. AB Metal Products Ltd, of Hatton Works, Great
South-West Road, Feltham, Mlddx (in 1948) and later
an 1950) Ynysboeth, Abercynon, Glamorgan. In 1960,
their new London office was at Walkden House,
Melton Street, London, NW1. The Glamorgan site was
expanded in 1956. AB has been around since at least
the 1940’s. They manufactured many of the slider
switches used in 405/625 W chassis, 'OAK’ (US
licensed) rotary switches, rotary potentiometers and
rotary switches an association with the American
‘Clarostat’* and ‘CTS’ companies). They also
produced Bands 1 & 3 (VHF) turret tuners for TV sets -
most notably, the ‘Fireball’ type. In 1952 they also
made TV aerials. In 1957, Arthur Marks was MD when
AB became a member of the ‘Gas Purification’ group
(ioining Grundig GB and Wolsey Television). AB was a
subsidiary until 1st January 1965, when it became a
public company. In 1965, AB obtained a licence from
the CTS Corporation of Indiana, to manufacture
microelectronic components and fixed and variable
resistors (at the same time, CTS took a 35% stake In
AB Metal Products Ltd). In 1966, AB were UK
distributors for CTS quartz crystal products. In 1967,
their sales offices/HQ were at 119-127 Marylebone
Road, London, NW1. In 1971, AB took over the
European operations of CTS Corporation (USA), in
exchange for 10% of their equity.

AB Electronic Components Ltd, Abercynon, Glam
(in 1971) and at Sutherland House, 5-6 Argyll Street,
London, W1. In 1979, the company was known as AB
Electronic Products Group Ltd, Abercynon, Mountain
Ash, Mid-Glamorgan. In the late 1990’s, they were
taken over by the "IT Group, but the name lives on,
mainly as a contract electronics manufacturer. AB also
owned Wolsey Electronics (probably through their
earlier common ownership by Gas Purification group),
makers of aerial distribution amplifiers, etc. Wolsey is
now part of the Triax company (Dutch?) I have not
been able to discover what, if anything, the initials
‘AB’ stand for - but I’m sure someone out there
knows!

*AB - Clarostat wirewound pots (with or without
switches) - WW Jul 53, p76.

A-B. Allen Bradley of 136W. Greenfield Avenue,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. A company originally formed
by Lynde Bradley and Dr Stanton Allen, as The
Compression Rheostat Company, in 1903. The
company name changed to Allen-Bradley Company in
1910. AB used to manufacture hot moulded carbon
resistors and potentiometers. They bought Morganite
Resistors (of the UK) in the mid 1970s from Morgan
Crucible. Their principal product area was industrial
controls and automation. They were taken over by
Rockwell International (USA) in 1985 and the resistive
products were sold off to various companies. The
name is still used for the A-B industrial controls and
automation products of Rockwell Automation.
Manufacture of their widely used hot moulded carbon
fixed resistor range ceased in the 1990's.

ABB - Asea Brown Boveri. Formed in 1,987, by the
merger of ASEA (Swedish) and Brown Boveri
Corporation (Swiss).

Ace Aerials, 426-429 Gordon Grove, London, SE5 (rn
1957). Maker of TV aerials.

Ace Radio Ltd, Tower Works, Tower Road, Pound
Lane, elesden, London, NW10 (in 1946 & 55). Maker
of radios and radiograms and (In 1948) an electric
floor polisher. The 1964 ‘Trader’ Year Book shows
their address as: Cefndy Road, Rhyl, North Wales.
By 1964, part of the STC Consumer Products division
(KB designs). There was at least one Ace TV fitted
with the STC (KB) VC1 chassis.

AC-Delco (USA). In 1967, a power semiconductor
manufacturer and a divislon of General Motors, USA
They were also a major automotive electrical
components manufacturer.

ACE - Associated Cine Equipment Ltd, 353 Bexley
Road, Erith, Kent an 1952). Maker of ACE tape
recorder.

ACEC. Ateliers de Constructions Electroniques de
Charlerois, Charlerois, Belgium fin1965). Later
became a subsidiary of GEC-Alsthom, the Anglo-
French joint venture, which became Alstorn.
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AcmeEIechicCoFlnsbmyntdfisGmatEastem
Street, London, EXZ an 1964). Importer of ‘Ajax' brand
‘Empire Made’ transistor radios.

Aces. Brand name of pickups and microphones
manufactumd by Cosmocord Ltd.

Acoustic Products. Maker of loudspeakers an 1948).

Acoustic Research (AR). High Street, Houghton
Regis, Dunstable, Beds fin 1972). Loudspeaker maker.
At that time, a Teledyne (USA) subsidiary.

Acoustical Manufacturing (The) Co Ltd. Founded in
May 1936 by Peter Walker. Started up in London, but
relocated to Huntingdon in 1941. In 1969, St Peter’s
Road, Huntingdon. Maker of ‘QUAD’ audio amplifiers,
loudspeakers and radio tuners. The Quad brand was
coined in 1951 and stands for ‘quality unit amplifier
domestic’. Peter Walker retired in 1986, after which
his son Ross ran the company. It was sold to Verity
Group in 1995. In 2003, still going, but part of the
(Chinese controlled) International Audio Group, which
includes Wharfedale and Leak Peter Walker died on
10th December 2003. aged 87.

Acru (The) Electric Tool Mfg Co Ltd, 123 Hyde
Road, Manchester, 12 (in 1950 & 58). In 1960, at Acru
Works, Demmings Road, Cheadle, Cheshire. Maker of
panel neon Indicators, soldering irons and neon lamp
electrical test probes.

ADA Domestic Appliances Ltd, Halifax, Yorke (in
1954). Maker of ‘Ada’ washing machines. In 1964, Ajax
Domestic Appliance Co Ltd, Johnson Street, Halifax.
An associated company at the same address an 1964),
was Ada (Halifax) Ltd. ‘ADA’ brand domestic appliance
manufacturers. A Philips company by the 1960’s — the
Philips brand eventually displaced ADA The Halifax
plant was sold to a management buyout an the late
1980s?)

ADC - Audio Dynamics Corporation, New Milford,
Connecticut, USA. By 1976, a BSR subsidiary. Maker
of tumtables and pickups.

Adcola Products Ltd, Alliance House, Caxton Street.
Westminster, London, SW1 (in 1950) and Cranmer
Court, Clapharn High Street, London, SW4 (offices &
works in 1952). In 1966 8 70, Adcola House, Gauden
Road, London, SW4. Maker of soldering irons. In
1966, there was what seems to be an associated
company, Soldering Instrument Components Ltd, also
at Adcola House, Gauden Road, Clapham, London,
SW4 - who made desoldering tools.

Addison Electric Ltd - see Muirhead.

Adler (B) at Sons (Radio) Ltd, Coptic Street, London,
WC1 an 1968 & 69). Worlwide distributor of ‘Eagle’
Products (Japanese made electronic products). The
Eagle name was first used in 1959. In 1971, the
company name was changed to Eagle Intemational
Ltd. In 1974, they were at Precision Centre, Heather
Park Drive, Wembley, Middx. The ‘son’ may be Gerry
Adler - featumd in a photo ad. In W March 73.

Advance Components Ltd., Back Road, Shemall
Street, Walthamstow, London, E17 (in 1939 and late
1948). Founded in the 1930’s by a Mr Stapleton. By
1939, they were making a signal generator. In 1954,
at Marlowe Road, Walthamstow. Later on, in 1957,
Advance Components Ltd moved to Roebuck Road,
Hainault, Ilford, Essex (and the oscilloscope operation
was still there until it closed in 1965). They also made
Constant Voltage Transformers (CVT’s). In 1962, they
separated their instrument and mains stabilisation
(Voltstat) operations into autonomous divisions. In
1964, the company name changed to Advance
Electronics Ltd. In 1965, Advance made their first
oscilloscope, the 0815 (they had taken over Nagard
Ltd. oscilloscope manufacturers, in 1962 but had run
down Nagard’s production and closed their factory by
1965). By 1966, a subsidiary company called Advance
Controls Ltd, of Cheltenham, had been established. In
1967, the made a TV dot and crosshatch generator
(model SG73 -their only one?) In 1970, Advance
Electronics Ltd, Raynham Road, Bishop’s Stortford,
Herts (instruments and switch—mode power supplies
division, sales office). In
1970, Advance Filmcap Ltd, obtained a licence
(from Societe Seco-Novea at Ole. of France - ‘SECO’)
to make electrolytic capacitors in their North Wales
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plant (Wrexham). In 1971. Advance Filmcap
Ltd, Rhosymedre, Wrexham, Denbighshire
(tel. Ruabon 2471).

Over the years, Advance has made test equipment,
precision RF attenuators, constant voltage
transfonners, power supplies, ‘Frlmcap’ capacitors
(at one point) and coils. In 1973-4, they offered
calculator kits!

By the 1970’s, Advance had a big power supply
factory at Bishop’s Stortford (mainly dc—dc converter
types). This business was sold by Gould In the 1980’s
and was known as APC (Advance Power Conversion).
It was subsequently taken over by 7

By 1974, Advance Electronics Ltd, test equipment
sales and manufacturing was all under one roof at
Hainault.

Advance Components Ltd, Rhosymedre, Wrexham,
mnbighshire fin 1975). ‘Frlmcap’ capacitors.

Advance Electronics was taken over by Gould Inc
(USA), in 1975. Gould were big in car/Iony batteries
and copper foil. Gould divested itself of most
overseas operations during the 1980’s and was itself
taken over by Nippon Mining of Japan fin 2004,
known as Japan Energy Corporation). Gould
Instruments was sold to Then'na Spectra Ltd fin 2004,
known as Therrno Electron), which also owned Nicolet
Instruments. The Gould and Nicolet operations were
merged to form Gould Nicolet Instruments Ltd fin the
UK). In 2003, Gould Nicolet had moved out of
Roebuck Road, Hainault, to another location at
Laughton, Essex. In Novemmber 2003, Gould Nicolet
was sold by its parent to another US conglomerate
SPX Corporation and is now known as LDS Nicolet
(LDS stands for Ung Dynamic Systems - see Pye Ling
for company ancestry). The CVT business was bought
from Gould by its management in 1983. It is privately
owned and is based in Wrexham - Advance
Electronics Ltd (also own Galartrek International until
2002, who are big in Unintenuptible Power Supplies).

Advanced Micro Devices Inc, 901 Thompson Place,
Sunnyvale. California 94086 fin 1975). AMD - a US
semlconductor maker.

AEG. An old established German company.
Allgemeinen Elektricitats Gesellschaft (GEC in
Englishl). AEG manufactured heavy electrical
products, metal rectifiers and domestic appliances.
They also pioneered magnetic tape recording. AEG
took over the Telefunken company - in the 1960’s
(I think) - when the name AEG-Telefunken started
to be used.

From at least 1958, the Welmec Corporation Ltd,
147/8 Strand, London, W02 handled AEG domestic
appliances and Telefunken tape recorders in the
UK. In 1973 - AEG (Great Britain) Ltd, 60 Hillmarton
Road, London, N7 9J8 01-607 0951 Telegrams
Allgem, London.

AEG became part of Daimler Benz fin the 1970’s?)
and the domestic appliance business was sold in
the 1990’s to Electrolux AB of Sweden. Daimler
Benz seems to have sold off most of the AEG
operations. There are now several companies (mainly
in Germany) which use the AEG name in their title.
Today, AEG is mainly mcognlsed through the ‘white
goods' brand name.

AEG (Great Britain) Ltd, 27 Chancery Lane,
London, WC2 (in 1968). Sales office for AEG
domestic appliances.

AEG Telefunken (UK) Ltd, Bath Road, Slough (in
1974). UK sales and service depot for Telefunken
consumer products. Maybe also UK base for other
AEG—TFK products?

Telefunken had a close relationship with Decca
in the 60’s & 70’s, co—operating in the development
ofthe ‘Teldec’ video disc system. Decca also made
smaller screen sets under the Telefunken brand and
used NSF tuners (a Telefunken subsidiary) in their sets.

AEI. Formed in 1929, Associated Electrical Industries
was the holding company for Metropolitan \frckers,
British Thomson-Houston, Edison-Swan and (later)
Siemens Brothers. AEI-Hotpoint Ltd made Hotpoint
domestic appliances (I think there was an American
connection here). Circa 1959, AEI took over W T
Henley (maker of the famous Henley ‘Solon’ soldering
iron - my first iron). These names largely disappeared
in 1960, in favour of the AEI brand, when, on let
January 1960, British Thomson-Houston Co Ltd
changed its name to Associated Electrical Industries
(Rugby) Ltd, Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Co Ltd to

AEI (Manchester) Ltd and Siemens Edison Swan to AEI
(Woolwich) Ltd. Following this change, the AEI brand
did appear on semiconductors, although the Mazda
brand was retained until it passed fully to Thorn.
However; AEI did not prosper in the 1960’s, and it was
subsequently taken over by GEC in 1967. Tony Benn
was influential In the consolidation of the UK electrical
manufacturing industry, when in the 60’s; he was a
Labour government minister and involved In their
Industrial Reorganisation Corporation. This resulted
in the GEC take—over of AEI - followed by English
Electric a year later. The only company to use the AEI
name now is AEI Cables, which was sold to the TT
Group by GEC a few years ago. The semiconductor
division of AEI was located at Carholme Road, Lincoln.
It continues in this field under the latest owners -
Dynex Power Inc (in 2002).

mashed Electrical Industries Ltd, Research
Laboratory, Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston,
Berkshire fin 1957).

CRT factory in Sunderland in 1958 (Ediswan).
AEI Research Laboratories, West Road, Temple

Fields, Harlow, Essex (in 1966).
AEI Appliances Ltd, Hotpoint House, Putney,

London, SW15 fin 1964).
AEI Automation Ltd, formed in 1962 to develop

industrial automation and computers. Located at
Booths Hall, Knutsford, Cheshire.

AEI Electronics Apparatus Division, opened
their new premises (and H0) at New Parks,
Leicester, in 1959.

AEI Gala - domestic appliances.
AEI-Hotpoint Ltd fin 1964). Domestic appliances.
AEI Lamp 8| Lighting Co Ltd, Melton Road,

Leicester fin 1964). Became a subsidiary of British
Lighting Industries Ltd (Thorn) in 1964.

AEI Semiconductors Ltd, Carholme Road, Lincoln
(in 1965 & 69). Power and (for a time, small signal)
semiconuctors and microwave devices.

AEI-Thorn Semiconductors Ltd. Formed in 1967
to combine the semiconductor interests of Thom &
AEI. Based at Carholme Road, Lincoln (an AEI site).
They manufactured ‘Mazda’ branded silicon planar
transistors.

Aerialite Ltd, Castle Works, Stalybridge, Cheshire fin
1947 and 1973). Company founded in 1932, when
Laurence Hargreaves started selling packaged aerial
wire under the ‘Aerialite’ brand. The first premises
were a small office in Manchester but within months
they had moved to large premises in Derby. In 1933,
they relocated to a factory in Ashton, where the
manufacture of all kinds of wire began. The
Stalybridge premises were acquired in 1935 and has
remained company HQ (as at 1957). Maker of RF
cables, television and radio aerials, cables and flex
and TV aerial distribution systems. In 1968, TV &
Electronics division: Hargreaves Works, Congleton,
Cheshire (new factory opened circa 1957). In 1973,
Aerialite Aerials Ltd, Radnor Park Trading Estate, West
Heath, Congleton, Cheshire. In 1976, Aerialite Aerials
Ltd, Whitgate, Broadway, Chadderton, Oldham,
Lancs. By 1982, the cables business was part of Delta
Enfield Cables Ltd. and the aerials business was at 5-
7 Lyon Road, Springfierld Road, Kearsley. Lanes.

Aero Raearch Ltd, Duxford, Cambridge fin 1952).
Fonnedln1934byDrNAdeBruyne.BoughtbyCiba
of Basie, Switzertand, in 1947. MakerofAraIdite
casting resins and Aerolitewood glue. In 1964, Ciba
(ARULtd,sameaddress.

Ain Electronics Ltd, 71-73 Fitzroy Street, Cambridge
fin 1967). Manufacturer of pulse generators.

Aerodyne Ltd, Platina Street, London, EC2 fin 1947 8:
1964). Also at Aerodyne Works, Tottenham, London,
N17. Maker of radios.

Aerovox. Aerovox Corporation. New Bedford. Mass
fin 1955). Maker of capacitors Took over BHC (British
makerofelectrolytic capacitors) in the 1990’s.

Air Call Communication Services, Technical
Services Division, 18 Lambeth High Street, London,
SE1 (In 1980). National car phones, telephone
mswering and radio paging systems. Established by
JohnStmley-sonofCOStanleyfiormertyone).

Ainnec-seePRT.

Airpax Electronics, Cambridge, Maryland, USA (in
1969). Thermostats, fuses, etc.

A J Balcombe Ltd, ofWorship Street, London, EC
in the 1930’s. Manufacturer of radios and later on,
televisons, under the ALBA brand name. Later, at
50-52 Tabernacle Street, London, EC2. In 1955 the
EC2 factory was expanded. Still known as A J
Balcombe Ltd in 1958. By 1962, known asAlba
(Radio & Television) Ltd, Tabernacle Street, London,
EC2. The company went bust in the 1970’s/ear1y
1980‘s. Harvard International (previously Harris
OverseasLtd) boughttherightstotheAlbabrand
in 1982. In 1987, Harvard became a public limited
company, namedAlba plc. Alba plc now indudesthe
Bush, Hinari, Harvard, Roadster and Goodmans brands.

AJS. The brand name of A J Stephens & Co Ltd.
Maker of motorcycles. Later diversified into radios
in the early 19205, but had withdrawn from radio
by the end of that decade.

AKG Equipment Ltd, 182-184 Campden Hill Road,
London, WB fin 1978). UK office of Austrian parent
company? maker of headphones and microphones.

Akkord - West German made radios. In 1957, the UK
agents were A Prince lntemational Products, 34
Marylebone High Street, London, W1.

Aladdin. A manufacturer of coil formers and iron dust
cores. Part of Aladdin Industries (USA) - the people
who also made paraffin heaters and vacuum flasks 0
also recall Aladdin ‘Pink' paraffin). In 1938, they were
advertising their ‘Polyiron’ dust cores - Aladdin Radio
Industries Ltd, 2 Aladdin Buildings, Greenford, Middx.
For many years, they were located at the Aladdin
Building, Greenford, Middlesex (in 1947 and 1977). In
1971, a division called Aladdin Instruments made a
wattrneter. In 1977, still making wound products, such
as loudspeaker crossover chokes - Aladdin Industries
Ltd, Aladdin Building, Western Avenue, Greenford,
Middx. The US firm is still in the oil lamp business.

Alba Electronics Ltd, Bull Lane, Edmonton, London,
N18 fin 1982). Later owners of the Alba brand name
(following the collapse of the original Alba company,
circa 1980).

Albion Lamp Works (1934) Ltd, 23 Upper Ground,
London, SE1 (in1964).

Alkaline Batteries Ltd, PO Box 4, Union Street,
Redditch, Worcs fin 1970). Maker of batteries. Later
known as Alcad, then Chloride-Alcad, then Marathon-
Alcad, now ?

Allander Industries Ltd, 48 Avenue Street, Bridgeton,
Glasgow, Scotland fin 1948). Radio and Radiogram
manufacturers

Allen. In 1957, a supplier of wound components for
use in the “Teleldng’, ‘Wide—angle Viewmaster’ a
Supenrisor’ home build TV designs.

All Power Transformers Ltd, of 83 Gladstone Road,
lbIedon, SW19. fin 1947) and 111 Chertsey Road,
Byfleet, Surrey fin 1950). By 1965, APT Electronic
Industries Ltd, 111 Chertsey Road, Byfieet, Sun'ey.
Maker of power supply units and Lektrokit (rack
& chassis systems). By 1972, APT was a member
of the Bonochord Group of companies. In 1972,
APT Electronics Ltd was sold to Unitech (of Reading)
and the PSU operation was at Fembank Road, Ascot,
Berks. By 1974, ‘Lektrokit’ was a separate company,
Lektrokit Ltd, Trafford Road, Reading, Berks. In 1978,
Lektrokit Ltd, Sutton Industrial Park, Earley, Reading -
bread boarding systems from AP Products
Incorporated. In 1973, Unitech decided to rationalise
the activities of Coutant Electronics Ltd and APT
Electronics Ltd - Coutant will handle standard power
supply products and APT custom units.

AlliedlronformdersLtd. Hadanelectricaldivision
(with brand names such as Leisure refigerators)
in 1964, located at: Cadbury Road, Sunbury-on-
Thames, Middlesex. Taken over by Glynwed
Industries (a Birmingham based maker of baths
and copper pipes) in 1969.

Alma Components Ltd, 551 Holloway Road, London,
N19 fin 1959). Maker of subminiature wirewound
resistors. Moved to a new factory at Park Road, Diss,



Norfola 1961). Still at Diss in 1973. Also maker of
small inductors.

Alpha. Brand used for radio and torch batteries by
Alpha Accessories Ltd, Sales Office, Gramophone
Buildings, Blyth Road, Hayes, Middx (in 1950).
An EMI company (certainly in 1960).

Alpha Metals Ltd, 457 Kingston Road, Ewell, Surrey
an 1976). Subsidiary of Alpha Metals Inc, 56 Water
Street, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA ? Maker of
solder creams, etc. Now merged with Frys Metals
and a division of Cookson plc (2002).

Alpha Television Services (Birmingham) Ltd,
Television Theatre, Aston, Birmingham 6 (In 1958). “IV
studios for AssociatedTeleVrsion and ABC Televison ~
I‘N programme contractors.

Altec Lansing Corporation. In 1958, a US
manufacturer of microphones. See also LTV Ling Altec
Ltd. Any connection with James B Lansing Sound Inc,
of Los Angeles, USA?

Altobess Ltd, Percy Road, Aylestone Park, Leicester
(in 1958). Loudspeaker and HiFi amplifier manufactumr.
Same address as Parrneko in 1964!

Amalgamated Electric Services Ltd, Waddon
Factory Estate, Croydon, Suney (in 1964). Created
circa 1960, to handle the parts and service operations
for Philips group brands: Philips. Stella, Cossor, Ada,
Peto Scott. Became Combined Electronic Services
Ltd, in 1968, after Pye was taken over by Philips and
the Pye radio & TV service company (Radio a
Television Services Ltd) was amalgamated with AES
Ltd. Circa 1976, CES Ltd became Philips Service.

Ambassador - see R N Frtton Ltd.

Ambersil Ltd. In 1972, they moved from Mitcham,
Surrey, to Whitney Road, Deneshill, Basingstoke, Hants.
In 2002, based at Wylds Road, Bridgwater, Somerset -
as is Servisol. Maker of silicon based aerosols - service
aids.

American Mlcrosystems Inc - AMI - fin 1975).
Manufacturer of integrated circuits.

Amex Electronics Inc, 3198 H Airport Loop Drive,
Costa Mesa, California 92626, USA On 1976). Maker of
high voltage rectifiers.

AMF Inc. American Machine & Foundry Co Inc,
founded in 1900. Went on to make ten-pin bowling
equipment, owned Harley-Davidson, Potter &
Bmmfield, Venner, Voight diving equipment. The
company was broken up in the 1990’s.

Amos of Exeter Ltd, 79-80 Cowick Street, Exter,
Devon (In 1958). In 1959, they moved to Weircliffe
Court, Exwick, Exeter (still there in 1963). Maker of the
‘AOE’ Band 3 signal booster, signal tracer, dc
voltmeter, bulk magnetic tape eraser, etc.

AMP. Aircraft-Marine Products of Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, USA An American company, founded
in 1941. AMP produces a very wide range of connector
systems, including their famous crimp terminal range.
When removable printed panels became the norm with
UK colour TV chassis, AMP products featumd large in
this - especially the Thorn 2000 and 3000 series. AMP
took over M/A Com, a US RF connector specialist (who
almady owned Greenpar of Hariow in the UK - bought
from Dubilier). AMP was recently taken over by the
Bermuda based conglomerate, Tyco. Amongst many
other companies, Tyco own ADT Fire & Security and
Raychem. In 1957, AM-P had sales offices in 60 Kingly
Street, London, W1 and a works at Scottish Industrial
Estates, Port Glasgow, Scotland. In 1964, at Arnplo
House, 87-89 Saffron Hill, London, EC1 (previously at
Regent Street, London and Bournemouth). Later, the
UK headquarters of AMP has, for many years, been
Terminal House, Stanmore. Middlesex (at best since
1970).

Amperex - of Brooklyn, NY. A long-established US
valve maker taken over by Philips (7). circa 1955.

Ampex. Pioneer of VTRs. Ampex Electric &
Manufacturing Co was founded in 1944 by Alexander
M Poniatoff, to make electric motors and generators
for WW2 US Navy radar systems. He went on to

produce, in the 1950’ , the worid’s first practicable TV
recording system, using magnetic tape (apparently,
with a large cash injection from Bing Crosbyl).
AMPEX stands for Mr Poniatoff’s first two initials
and EX from excellence! Their UK base was Ampex
Electronics Ltd, Acre Road, Reading, Berks (in 1967
& 70). They also made open reel audio tape recorders
- certainly in the 1960’s. In 1981, Ampex Great Britain
Ltd, same address.

Amphenol. American Phenolic Corporation, of
Chicago 50, Illinois. A long established (at least since
the 1940’s) American manufacturer of connectors
and valveholders - also cables. They were Initially
represented in the UK by the Gas Purification &
Chemical Co Ltd (up to 1958). In addition, McMurdo
made certain parts under licence. In 1958, they
established a UK factory and office: Amphenol
(Great Britain) Ltd, Burgess Hill Industrial Estate,
Victoria Road, Burgess Hill, Sussex. In 1962 and
65, they were Amphnol-Borg Ltd and established
a new factory at Thanet Way, Tankerton, Whitstable,
Kent. By March 1966, they were just Amphenol Ltd
(same address). In 1974, they were part of the Bunker
Ramo company (USA) - see ad in W July 74, page
29. They are still very much in business. Today, they
have a factory and offices in Thanet Way, Tankerton,
Whitstable, Kent (since at least 1970). I n  the mid 80's,
they were known as Allied Amphenol. More mcently,
there seems to have been some sort of buyout by the
infamous US firm of Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts Inc.

Amplion (1932) Ltd, 230 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W1 (in 1947). Makers of pickups, radios,
mcord players and radiograms. Wholesaler & retailer
of Plessey loudspeakers in 1955. In 1957, they
became retail and wholesale distributors for AB Metal
Products Ltd in the south of England. In 1960 & 64,
Amplion Ltd, 175-179 Cricklewood Lane, London,
NW2. It would appear that the original owner/user
of the brand name was Alfred Graham 8 Co, of St
Andrew’s Road, Crofton Park, London, SE4. They were
an established telephone equipment maker by the late
19th century and an 1920) Alfred Graham's son
Edward, ventured into horn loudspeaker manufacture
using the ‘Amplion' brand - it was very successful.
In the 1920’s - Graham Amplion Ltd, Slough.

Amplivox Ltd, 2 Bentink Street, London, W1 (in 1952).
In 1959, they moved to Beresford Avenue, Wernbley,
Middx. Amplivox became a public company in 1964.
By 1970. Amplivox Communications Ltd, Beresford
Avenue, Wembley, Middx - maker of headsets. Maker
of earpieces (and hearing aids). Taken over by Racal
in 1971. In 1974, Racal-Amplivox Communications
Ltd, same address. In 1978, Racal Acoustics Ltd -
same address (Incorporating S G Brown Ltd).

Amstrad Consumer lectronice Ltd, 1-7 German
Road, Tottenham, London, N17 (in 1982). Founded
by Alan Sugar, circa 1970 as the AMS Trading Co (his
initials). Later H0 at Brentwood, Essex. Now includes
the Fidelity and Sinclair/Viglen (for computers) brands.

Analog Devices Ltd, 59 Eden Street, Kingston-on-
Thames, Surrey fin 1970). Analog Devices Inc,‘221
Fifth Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts an 1968 & 69).
US semiconductor maker.

Andec. In Jan 57 WW, there Is a firm called Andec
Ltd (formerly Avis & Baggs Ltd), maker of transformers,
at Bennett Road, Reading. The firm became a Racal
subsidiary in 1962, and was responsible for the
maintenance and repair of Racal Instruments products.
In 1968, the name changed to Racal-Andec Ltd.

Anders Electronics Ltd, 103 Hampstead Road,
London, NW1 (in 1965). Suppliers of electrical meters.
Still going in 2003, I believe.

Andrew Antenna Systems, Lochgelly, Fife, Scotland
(In 1967). The newly established UK factory of the US
aerial and feeder cable company.

Angela Manufacturing Co Ltd, 348 Upper Street,
Islington, London, N1 (rn 1954). Maker of radiograms.
Still going in 1964.

Ansafone Ltd, Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey (In
1964). Telephone answering systems.

Antex. The Anglo-Netherlands Technical Exchange Co
Ltd, 3 Tower HllI, London, E03 (in 1953). In 1958,
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Antex Ltd, 7-8 Idol Lane, London, ECS. In 1964 & 68,
at Grosvenor House, Croydon, Surrey. Distributors of
Oryx Electrical Laboratories sub-miniature soldering
irons. In 1968, they moved to Mayflower House,
Armada Way, Plymouth, Devon. Maker of ANTEX
soldering irons. In 1974, the majority of the dimctors
were Dutch, plus S. Brewster. In 1981, S & R Brewster,
also of Plymouth, Devon, were advertising in W (May
81) 86-88 Union Street, Plymouth - some of the
products looked very ANTEX. However; Antex irons
still available in 2001 and from Plymouth.

Arrtiference Ltd., 67 Bryanston Street, Marble Arch,
London, W1 (sales - in 1948). Founded by Norman
M Best in 1936 (still MD in 1955). Factory and offices
moved to Bicester Road ('7), Aylesbury, Bucks (by
1953). In August 1957, a new factory was opened
at Bicester Road, Aylesbury. Later at Northern Road,
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, HP19 3RA By 1958,
all activities were at Bicester Road, Aylesbury. Maker
of aerials, coax connectors and accessories. By 2002,
a division of ? and relocated to Eastern Avenue

Apex — see Norman Rose (Electrical) Ltd,
53 Hampstead Road, London, NW1.

A Prince lnternafional Products, 34 Marylebone High
Street, London, W1. In 1957, UK distributors for
Akkord, Uher, Dual & Blue Spot (Blaupunkt).

APT - see All Power Transformers.

Ame - Arco Societa per L'industria Eletlrotecnica SpA,
of Italy. Acquired by Plessey in 1971. Maker of
electronic components, particulariy those bright yellow,
cylindrical, axial plastic film capacitors. Did this firm
later become Arcotronics?

Arcolectric. Arcolectric (Switches) Ltd, Edwin Road,
Twickenham, Middx (In 1948). Later, at Central Avenue,
West Molesey, Surrey. Established in 1932 (by MrA  R
Collier?) Manufacturer of switches, fuseholders,
lampholders, etc. Still going strong (2002) and with
several Colliers on the board.

Arcturus. Brand name ofArnerican made radio valves.
UK importer. US Radio Ltd, 138 Southwark Sm,
London,SE1 (m 1937).

Andante. Ardente Acoustic Laboratories Ltd, Compton,
Nr Guildford, Surrey (rn 1947) and of 8-12 Minerva Road,
North Acton, London, NW10 (rn 1958 8 64). Founded by
R H Dent. Manufacturer of loudspeakers, intercoms,
amplifiers and, later on, miniature potentiometers and
switches. ltbecamepartofEMl In 1960 but, in 1971,it
was sold to Highland Electronics Group Ltd.

Aren Radio 8. Television Ltd, 25 Ferry Road,
Teddlngton, Middx an 1944). In 1952, at High Sheet,
Guildford, Surrey. Maker of the ‘Wartime Utility Radro’ -
code U38; in 1952 - projection TV set.

Arena. A Danish HiFr manufactumr — Hede NieMn
Fabriker A/S. Bought by the Rank Organisation in 1970.

Argosy Radiovision Ltd, Argosy Works, Hartford Road,
Barking, Essex an 1952). Established by E St P lddon,
who was its MD until the firm went into receivership
and was acquired by the Regentone Group In 1956.
Radio, radiogram & TV manufacturer. In 1956, the
company went into liquidation. At the time, there was
an associated firm, Argosy Cabinets Ltd, which made
the cabinets for the sets marketed by Argosy
Radiovision Ltd. By August 1956, Argosy Radiovlslon
was advertising a new range and located at Abbey
Road, Barking, Essex - the assets/brand name had
been acquired by the Regentone Group. In 1959,
Argosy Radiovision Ltd, Eastern Avenue West, Romlord,
Essex. Circa 1962, STC acquired the brand (together
with R60 & Regentone). The 1964 ‘Trader’ year book
shows Argosy Radiovision Ltd at Argosy House, Rhyl,
North Wales.

Ariel Pressings Ltd. Located at Wollaton Road,
Beeston, Nottingham an 1964). Manufacturer of
connectors, tag strips, etc. In 1972, they launched
Quality Audio Supplies - selling pre—packed audio
leads, etc. Still going in 1982. In 2001, a company
called Stadium Electrical Components Ltd is at Ariel
Pressings' old address (same phone number), so
there is probably a connection.



Armstrong Wireless & Television Co Ltd, Wariters
Road, Holloway, London, N7. an 1948 and 1980’s).
By 1969, Armstrong Audio Ltd, same address. Maker
of HiFr amplifiers and tuners. Now long defunct (2002)?

Arrell Electrical Accessories Ltd, New Islington,
Manchester 4 (in 1955). Maker of 1V aeriais.

Arrow. Arrow Electric Switches Ltd, Hanger Lane,
Ealing, W5 an 1952) - established in 1932 by Arrow-
Hart and Hegeman Electric Co, 103 Hawthom Street,
Hartford, Connecticut (location, circa 1940’s). Was
a US maker of switches - still based in Hartford,
Connecticut, in the early 1960’s. Anew-Hart and
Hegeman Electric Co was established in the USA
in 1896. Later known as Arrow- Hart (Europe) Ltd.
In 1964 & 69, Arrow Electric Switches Ltd, Brent
Road, Southall, Middx (a subsidiary of Arrow-Hart).
Circa 1972, they relocated to Arrow-Hart (Europe)
Ltd, PIymbridge Road, Estover, Plymouth. Arrow-
Hart (USA) was taken over by the Eaton Corporation
0n 1994?).

Arvin Electric Ltd, Fernbrcok Avenue, Southend—on-
Sea, Essex (in 1946 & 58). Maker of the ‘Awin’ electric
shaver.

Ascot Lamps & Lighting Ltd, Arcola Street, London,
E8 an 1964).

Ashburton Resistance Co Ltd, 72, Brewery Road,
London, N7 (In 1964). Maker of ARCO resistance
products? No connection with Arcotronics of Italy.

Ashcroft Electronics Ltd, Ashcroft Road, Cirencester,
Glos (In 1972). Maker of polycarbonate capacitors.

Ashley Accessories Ltd, Morecambe Road, Ulvertson,
Cumbria an 1964 & 82). Maker of electrical writing
accessories Later merged with the ‘Rock’ brand.

Associated Aerials Ltd, Knight Road, Strood, Kent
an 1965 & 66). One-time owner of J-Beam Aerials.
Also owned (in 1965): G.S.V. (Marine & Commercial)
Ltd, Radio Telephone Aerial Systems Ltd and RT.
Masts Ltd. By 1966, ‘a Ccubro & Scrutton company’ -

‘Coubro & Scrutton Ltd, 430 Barking Road, London,
E13, also the owner of Precision Metal Spinnings
Ltd, A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd and R T Masts Ltd.

Associated Automation Ltd. Formed in 1969,
by GEC, to combine the activities of Clare-Elliott
Ltd, Elliott Brothers (London) Ltd and Elliott Brothers
(Relay Division). Located at 70 Dudden Hill Lane,
London, NW10 (electromagnetics) - in 1970. Now
defunct (2002).

Associated Electrical Maintenance Ltd, Hanworth
Air Park, Feltharn, Middlesex an 1964). The 1964
‘Trader’ yearm states this address is also for CSI
Systems Ltd. A member of the Clarke & Smith
industries Group. Servicing & repairs for radio,
TV, public address, office machines, intercoms,
master clocks and time recorders.

Associated Electronic Engineers Ltd - see Astronic.

Associated Semiconductor Manufacturers Ltd,
Southampton. Formed jointly in 1963 by SEC and
Mullard, to devlop and manufacture semiconductors.
Still in operation in 1970. Also had facilities at GEC’s
Hirst Research Centre, Wembley.

Associated Transistors Ltd, formed in 1958 by
Automatic Telephone & Equipment Co, English Electric
and Ericsson Telephones, for the manufacture of
semiconductors. A factory was built in Ruislip (near
Hivac? - an AT&E subsidiary). Still going in 1966.
Bought by Mullard Ltd in 1961, when Plessey acquired
A T & E and Ericsson Telephones.

Astec. Astec Europe Ltd, 4A Sheep Street, Windsor,
Berks an 1978). Importer of foreign made VHF/FM
front ends. This is probably the same company which
BSR became involved with, since the logos are very
similar.

Astralux Ltd, New Street, Brightiingsea, Colchester.
Essex an 1962). Maker of ‘jack’ style connectors and
‘aircraft’ components. In 1966, Astralux Dynamics Ltd
(same address) - making constant voltage
transformers.

Astronic - brand name of sound systems equipment
made by Associated Electronic Engineers Ltd, Dalston
Gardens, Stanmore, Middx (in 1969). In 1971, they also
made audio and power transformers. In 1971, a
separate company Astronic Ltd had been formed
(same address) for the audio equipment products.

Atkins Laboratories (H C), 32 Cumberland Road,
Kew, Surrey (in 1947). Maker of coil packs, IFTs, coils,
test equipment and the ‘Highwayman' car radio.

Ates Electronics Ltd, Mercury House, Park Royal,
London, W5 an 1970. UK office of Ates Componenti
Elettronici (Milan, Italy). Italian valve and semiconductor
company. Post 1970, merged with SGS (also of Italy),
to form SGS-Ates. SGS-Ates merged its business
with the semiconductor business of Thomson-03F
of France to form SGS Thomson Semiconductors.
Still going - as ST Microelectronics.

AT&T. The American Telephone & Telegraph Company.
it was formed from The Bell Telephone Company (est.
in the USA, in1877) and the Western Electric Company
(USA) - which was acquired by Bell in 1882. Eventually,
the American Bell Company acquired all the
companies who were providing telephone services
under the Bell patents licences. The grouping was
known as The Bell System. In 1885, American Bell
formed The American Telephone & Telegraph
Company - a wholly owned subsidiary. This built and
operated the long distance US ephone network. AT&T
acquired the assets of American Bell and became the
parent company of the Bell System. By 1914, an
international division of Western Electric was
established, to manufacture and sell telephone
equipment in numerous countries around the World.
In 1925, International Western Electric was sold to ITT
(newly created), to allow AT&T to concentrate on its US
operations. The Bell Research labs invented many new
components to use in the AT&T system - in particular,
the transistor, in the late 1940’s. Following anti-
monopoly action by the US government, in 1984,
AT&T divested itself of its local/regional Bell operating
companies, to concentrate on long-distance and
international services. AT&T bought NCR in 1991.
In 1995, AT&T split into three separate companies:
Lucent Technologies (systems and equipment and
part of the Bell Labs), NCR (ATMs, etc) and AT&T (long
distance telecoms, internet and cellular radio). In 2000,
AT&T announced that it would split into a further four
companies, to focus on each of its main businesses.

Atkins. H C Atkins Laboratories, of 32 Cumberland
Road, Kew, Surrey (in 1946 & 48). Manufacturer of
radio frequency coils and assembled LC + switching
packs, also test equipment fincl. valve testers).

Atlas Lighting Ltd, Thorn House, Upper St Martins
Lane, London, W02 (in 1964). A lighting company of
Thom Electrical Industries Ltd. Merged with AEI Lamp
& Lighting in 1964, to form British Lighting Industries
Ltd. The new company used the Mazda, Atlas, Ediswan
and Ekco brands. Thorn later bought out theAEl interest
and the company became Thorn Lighting Ltd.

Atlas Process Components Ltd, The Ride Works,
Alexandra Road, Ponders End, Middx (in 1955).
Established in April 1955. Maker of resistors and
potentiometers. In 1956 released a low cost
arrangement for mounting several pots on a strip of
SRBP material, as used thereafter by TV chassis.

ATV Network Ltd, Eldon Avenue, Boreham Wood,
Herts (in 1973 & 77). The Elstree studio centre, sold to
the BBC in the 1980's.

Audio Technica Corporation. Manufacturer of pickup
cartridges. In 1968, the UK agents were Shire (UK) Ltd,
8 Bush lane, Cannon Street, London, E04.

Audlx B B Ltd, Bentfield End, Stansted, Essex (In
1962 and .1973). By Dec 1973, Audix Ltd. Maker of P A
equipment. in 1976, Audix Ltd, Station Road, Wenden,
Saffron Weldon, Essex

Augat. iC socket manufacturer. In 1968, UK
distribution by Electrosil Ltd.

Aurex - in 1979, a Hil-"r brand name ofToshiba.

Automat. Electro-Automat Ltd., Swinton, Manchester.
Long-time producer of metal rectifiers (as used In TV
and some radio sets prior to silicon rectifiers). Well

known for its industrial dc power supplies,
transformers and battery chargers. The assets of
Automat have been acquired by Elequip of Leicester,
who also own the Davenset and Deakin brands

Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment
Co Ltd (The), Winder House, Douglas Street, London,
SW1, tel Victoria 3404-9 an 1934 &1947).Avo was
established in 1923 (WW ad, p51 , June 1973). In 1957,
the company name changed to Avo Ltd, at Avocet
House, 92-96 Vauxhail Bridge Road, London, SW1.
In 1958, the ‘Muitiminor’ was introduced. The company
was acquired by the Metal industries Group in 1959.
In 1966, the company relocated to Avo Ltd, Avocet
House, Archcliffe Works, Dover, Kent. By 1968, Ave
was a Thorn company, with the Thorn takeover of
the Metal Industries group. By 1982, Thorn EMI
Instruments Ltd, Archcliffe Road, Dover. Maker of
coil winding machines and ‘Avo’ meters, plus general
test equipment (also well known for their valve testers).
The Avometer Model 8, Mark 5 was introduced in 1972.
The company was sold by Thom EMI and is now called
Avo International Ltd, at Dover.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co Ltd (The),
Strowger Works, Liverpool (rn 1911). Later on,
Automatic Telephone & Electric Co Ltd, Strowger
Works, Liverpool, 7 (In 1950). Maker of telephone
and telecoms equipment (Including radio links).
Bought Hivac. AT&E (Bridgnorth) Ltd an operation
in 1965 and a Plessey company). in a Dec 65 WW
ad, AT&E Bridgnorth were advertising plug-in modules
for VF telegraph and remote control systems, made
at Bridgnorth. They also made directional couplers
and radiotelephone equipment. By 1967, AT&E
(Bridgnorth) was only ‘a division’ of The Plessey
Company Ltd. AT&E was bought by Plessey in early
1960’s - who also took over Ericsson Telephones
Ltd, of Nottingham. The result was Plessey
Telecommunications. This was merged into GPT
(with GEC Telecommunications) in 1980’s. GEC
and Siemens took over Plessey, circa 1990. GEC
eventually bought 100% of GPT. In 2000, SEC plc
changed name to Marconi pic and the GPT name
was discontinued.

Automatic Winding Co, Harrison, New Jersey
(circa 1940’s). Maker of variable capacitors.

Aveley Electric Ltd, South Ockenden,'Essex.
Established in 1954 by John Brown - he remained MD
until 1969. In 1958, at Ayron Road, Aveley Industrial
Estate, South Ockenden, Essex. In 1964, they
marketed the Danish made ‘Stereomaster’ tape
recorder in the UK. He also formed a separate
company in 1962 for the company’s toroid division -
Avel Products Ltd. In 1969, Avel Products Ltd,
supplied Knud Lindberg static inverters. in 1970,
Aveley Electric was a big supplier of language
laboratories and telecoms equipment. In 1970, they
represented Rohde 8 Schwarz in the UK. In 1972,
Aveley Electric Ltd, moved to Roebuck Road,
Chessington, Surrey. By 1979. Aveley Electric Ltd
appears to be a UK subsidiary of Rohde & Schwarz.
In 1975, Avel-Lindberg Ltd, South Ockenden, Essex -
maker of toroidal transformers and Unintermptible
Power Supplies.

Avo - see Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical
Equipment Co Ltd.

AVX Corporation an 1975). Maker of monolithic
ceramic capacitors. Taken over by Kyocera of Japan,
circa late 1980's.



Letters

Dear Editor,

I am seeking to continue my (>20 years)
research into the sets that were produced by
the McMichael company between 1922 and
1955. This includes everything from MH
crystal sets to radiogramVs. So far I have
over 400 sets listed, and I would be grateful if
members could look at their McMichael set(s)
and e-mail, send or telephone me with the
model name or number and serial number.
The early sets had the serial number engraved .
on the front panel (often under the oval MH
logo); later sets had a plate riveted to the
back of the chassis.

I am also keen to add to my collection of
McMichael Messengers, the in-house
magazine produced between 1933 and 1937;
loans for photocopying would also be
appreciated.

I am happy to help with queries about
McMichael sets of any type.

Yours sincerely,
David Oochrane

McM@ingineur.oo.uk

Bridge Farm,
Draycot‘e,
Rugby.

CV23 9R8.

01926 633466

Dear Editor,

Although it will take me a few weeks to read
the Spring Bulletin in full, l have skipped
through it quickly to see if there is anything to
tell you and there is this time.

Regarding the call signs on page 19, Hill is
listed as 6KH and Sheffield as 2FL in the BBC
Handbook 1973. There was also a Daventry
5GB used in the Midlands as an experimental
station.

The 2L0 London wavelength was actually
363.7 metres for both Marconi House and
Selfridges.

I never thought I would ever see a crystal
set that I had in 1950 again, but to my
surprise it is  featured in the bottom
photograph on page 27; it’s the little square
white one with black tuning knob sitting on
top of a hidden set just to the right of the Ever
Ready battery on the left of the picture.

The photographs of the KB Rhapsody are
absolutely stunning, i like all the detail.

Yours sincerely,
KB Rann

Dear Editor,

Re: Article ‘Redemption’: John Holloway Vol
29 No.1

This article and the photographs recalled
memories for me as my father bought one of
these models, i think in 1933. It was in that

year, I understand, that Marconi introduced a
slightly later version with a deeper lid to
acoomodate an auto-changing record deck. I
suspect the early versions were then sold off
at a cheaper price. I inherited this Marconi
‘Radiogram’ and kept it in working order until I
moved house in 1973.

I know my father wished very much that he
had waited for the later model but he was
unable to persuade anyone to provide the
deeper lid and the auto-changer to make a
conversion. Auto—coupled record sets were
just being marketed as alternatives to the
normally sequentially numbered records.

There are two comments I would like to
make about this article. The set we had used
a ‘wet’ electrolytic smoothing capacitor, which
was big, about six inches tall and 1.5 inches
in diameter. This was held upright in a clip
screwed to the inside of the cabinet, on the
opposite side from the removeable panel. By
the time l was old enough to be taking things
apart i had never come across a ‘wet’
electrolytic before (and hardly since), but they
were still being listed for spares in my teens,
1943 or thereabouts. The article makes no
mention of this item from which I deduce that
the set Mr Holloway acquired, was a later
model where this, by then old fashioned item,
had been replaced. He could not have failed
to have dealt with it had it been present.

Also the set had a white card (approx 6x8
inches) clipped into the lid listing the station
names and wavelengths, according to the
Beme Convention. This is not shown in the
article but I assume the set we had was in
issue to be sold before these wavelengths
were agreed and therefore they had to inform
the users.

I remember the induction disc motor, which
used a ‘rotating ball weight’ speed governor,
another device new to me in my teens and
which fascinated me. The speed governor can
just be seen in the figure top left of page 10.

Yours sincerely,
Peter D Parker

Dear Editor,

Some time ago I acquired an AJS type F 4
valve receiver 0.1925 and as there does not
appear to be any circuit information available
for this set, I decided to try and trace the
circuit. I enclose a copy of this as it may be of
interest to readers.

This reveals that the set is choke-capacity
coupled between the AF stages and also
appears to be a neutrodyne as there is
feedback from the anode of the HF valve to
the grid, via a coupling coil and a small
screwdriver-adjustable trimmer condenser.

The input coil which connects to the aerial
and is used as input coupling on the
‘broadcast’ and ‘short’ wavelength switch
settings has one and disconnected (this was
the same on another example of this receiver I
examined). 80 it presumably relies on inter-
winding capacity to couple to the first tuned
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circuit on these settings.
Coupling capacitor values are approximately

as measured, to the nearest round figures. The
130 filament resistances can be bridged by
links or plug-in resistors; the ones fitted to my
set marked ‘D' measure 09. HT+2 and +3 were
found linked on my set. [The circuit is
reproduced on the page opposite - Editor]

Yours sincerely,
Mike Butt

Dear Editor,

l recently offend to ‘look at” a Philco110v
radio for friends who wanted to use it. I found
it was a bit unusual. First it had 5 86G valves
plus one of the expected octals. The next
surprise was finding a twin triode mixer and
two stages of lF RC coupled. It was in very
good condition and seemed little used. it had
been repaired (smoothing caps) with the
correct components in the ‘Statee’ i presume.
The controls are on long vertical shafts. Luckily
the volume control was ok. The tuning caps are
drum and cord driven with the pointer moved
by a single cord from the same drum to the
pointer arm which is spring loaded; this can be
seen in the photograph above, the heat shield
and tag strip l fitted for the two parallel HT drop
resistors in anode of Rec. They fitted nicely
between the loudspeaker magnet and valves,
with these two resistors -— 1.160k and the pilot
light (with a shunt) in series with valves and a
2.2 mfd heater feed underneath the chassis. It
works very well, the only snag is that I have to
give it back! I expect Gerry Wells has seen one
of these before. I haven’t in 45 years of
servicing. [The circuit is reproduced on the
page opposite - Editor]

Yours sincerely,
J Far-rer
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Minutes
Annual General Meeting of the British tage Wireless
Society held at 12.45 pm at the Harpenden Halls on
Sunday 3rd March 2003

Pmsent: The Committee and 114 members.

1. Apologies for absence
Paul Stenning

2. Chairman’s report
Mike Barker reported that the year had seen an even
bigger Bulletin, a full program of events, and issue of
another CD (back numbers of 405-Alive) at Christmas.
Talks about Wireless had continued at Harpenden and
further talks, with demonstrations, are planned. During
the year the Society had backed the publication of
Gerry Wells’ autobiography and had taken the major
decision to acquire the National Vintage
Communications Fair from Sunrise Press.
The chairman presented the Pet Leggatt award for the
most popular Bulletin article of 2002 to Gerry Wells for
his article on the Jewel radio and the Duncan Neale
award for excellence in restoration to Don Mclean for
“Restoring Baird’s Image”.

The Chairman thanked the Committee and the
Event Organisers for their work and dedication in
delivering another highly successful year. He also
announced that not one nomination for the
Committee had been received from the membership
which he heped meant general satisfaction rather than
general apathy. The Committee nominees (the existing
Committee) were declared elected unopposed.

3. Treasurer’s report
Jeff Borinsky presented hisprovisional reportforthe
yearending 2003, ayearthathadsmnexceptional
expenditures.Thefirstofthesewasthebacklngfor
Gerry Wells' autobiography which had come in at just
over £7500.

The biggest item has been the acquisition of the
National Vintage Communications Fair from Sunrise
Press for £21,000 to be paid in instalments over 3
years. The Committee is confident that in the medium
and long term the Fair will be profitable for the Society
but in the short term there are substantial costs. The
first instalment paid to Sunrise Press and a proportion
of the fees (paid in advance) for hiring the NEC total
210,000 which has been met from existing funds.
These start up costs should begin to be paid back
after the September 2003 fair.

Running the NVCF is too gmat a task for a voluntary
committee.Wehavedecidedto licenoetheoperationof
theNVCFto PeterRobertsononaprofitsharingbasis.
The day-to—day organisation and management will be
donebyPeter RobertsonandTeny Martini.The
committee will provide guidance on policy matters.

Within 3 years the NVCF should be generating
substantial income for the Society. The expected gain
of around £10,000 per year could be used in many
ways. Obvious ideas include bigger Bulletins and
concessions to members attending the NVCF.
Substantial publications such as the BVWS History

FOR SALE

and Gerry Wells’ autobiography could be more
Muent as could special events such as the
celebration we staged in 1996. Members are
encouraged to suggest how to make best use of
these funds but are reminded they may be recruited
to help implement them.

Without the exceptional expenditures the year
would have seen a profit of about 27,000, the actual
result is a loss of about £4,000.
The increased membership subscription for 2002 is
the first since 1998 and keeps the subscription
approximately in line with inflation over the period. It is
always difficult to decide when to raise subscriptions.
Small frequent rises are inconvenient while long
intervals and large increases can appear excessive
and unpopular. We believe that BVWS membership
continues to be excellent value for money. The
incmased lot entry fee for our main auction is not
primarily to raise money since it will yield at most
£450 per year, it is to make time for higher quality
entries by discouraging £1 items.

I would like to give special thanks to Graham Terry,
our Membership Secretary, whose persistent efforts
have both increased our membership and ensured
prompt renewals.

4. Editor's report
Carl Glover announced that the Spring issue of the
Bulletin will be out by the end of March and that the
Summer issue is about 1/3 complete.

5. Membership Secretary’s report
Graham Terry reported that on the day before the
meeting the total number of paid up members on the
database wast 467 with 229 still to renew. There were
38 new members so far this year. He announced that
payment by Mastercard and Visa was now available
for one year and three year memberships.

6. Event organiser’s report
Terry Martinl reported a full programme of meetings
at Harpenden (organised by Teny Martini and Jeremy
Day), Wooton Bassett (Mike Barker), and
Southborough (John Howes). In a show of hands
42 members expressed support for advance tickets
being made available.

7. Advertisement Secretary’s report
lan Higginbottom reported that the usual 5 lists
of members’ advertisements had been issued since
the last AGM, four with Bulletins and one with the
membership cards of renewing members. The
format of the advertisements had remained
unchanged for most of the 17 years he had been
dealing with them and appeared to fulfil the need
but he remained open to suggestions for
improvements. He expressed a willingness to
continue but would not stand in the way of anyone
wishing to take over!

8. NVCF
The Chairman outlined the arrangements for the
acquisition of the NVCF. Quewons from the floor were
responded to:-

Anon: Was the Society able to undertake the

acquisition with only its own resources? Yes
Anon: Was the Society committed to the

aquisition? Yes
Ken Tythacott: Would the necessary insurances be

in place? Yes
Could we lose control of the event ? No, the

licence agreement with the management group leaves
ultimate control with the Society.

How long does the licence last 7 Initially for three
years then renegotiable

Would the character of the event remain
substantially the same? Yes, the scope would not be
reduced and any ideas to increase the variety and
activities would remain focussed on vintage wireless
and television. \fintage motor cycles would not be
entertained !
Dennis Yates: Should the membership have voted on
the acquisition? No, this was a Committee decision.

What was the oustanding committment to Sunrise
Press (Jonathan Hill) ? Two further instalments of
£7,000.

Anon: Can the car parking be improved? We are
looking into ways of making this more convenient and
easing the charges.

9. Committee for 2002 — 2003
The Chairman reported that no nominations other
than those put forward by the Committee had been
received. Those members eligible. willing to stand,
and therefore elected unopposed were

Chairman: Mike Barker
Tmasurer: Jeffrey Borinsky
Bulletin Editor: Carl Glover
Membership Secretary: Graham Terry
Harpenden Organiser: Jeremy Day
Events co-ordlnator: Terry Martini
Advertisement Secretary: lan Higginbottom
Committee Secretary: Guy Peskett
Webmaster Paul Stenning

9. AOB(D The treasurer mentioned that the incmase
in the sellers fee at auctions from 5% to 10% had
not been implemented until later in the year than
planned due to an oversight.
(in A vote of thanks for the CDs was proposed from
the floor. The Chairman reminded those present that
they were due to the efforts of Terry Martini and Paul
Stenning. It was hoped that a Christmas CD would
be a mgular feature.

The meeting closed at 1.07 pm.

We want your
VINTAGE RADIO GRILLE CLOTHS

Many patterns to choose from
Large and small quantities

NEW CLOTHS NOW AVAILABLE
Cabinet fittings 0 Rexine coverings

Samples available (please send £1.00 stamps for post/packing)

SW; Chaplin 43 Lime Avenue, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, SS'IBPA
Tel: 01702 473740

articles!
Share your interests with your fellow

BVWS and 405 Alive members.

We accept: Type, handwriting, fax,
email, floppy disc, CD

Send your articles to:
Carl Glover 33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HR

email: sidney@tradradgriIlesireeserve.co.uk Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904
bulletin _editor@bvws.org.uk
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Orders will only be accepted with payment enclosed.
All equipment is hand built and tested and comes complete with a 12 months guarantee that covers faulty components and labour.

DOMINO 405 Line Standards Converter
Fully'bdilt'and tested ready for use; in ’a'high quality metal case.
Dimensions 203 x 177  x 65mm.
Converts 625 line video source to 405 line video.
Built-in VHF Band 1 modulator providing either:
Channel 1 (Alexandra Palace) or Channel 4 (Birmingham)
Domino will convert off air 625 line signals via the tuner of a VCR
or playback from VHS or DVD.
Specifications:
Digital conversion using 2 line interpolation and crystal controlled
modulator giving high quality, stable pictures.
Powered by 12V DC power unit, supplied
625 line video input via BNC connector at 1V/75 ohm
405 line video output via BNC connector at1V/75 ohm
Audio input via Phono connecter
405 line VHF output via coaxial connector at 75 ohms.
Output on VHF band 1 at approx 100 millivolts p-p.
CH 1 ,  Vision 45 MHz Sound 41.5 MHz
CH 4 ,  Vision 61.75 MHz Sound 58.25 MHz.

405 Line Standards Converter £400 (inc. P+P within the UK)
Please make cheques payable to Malcolm Everiss with your name and address on the back and send to the following address: 26
Castleton Road, Swindon. Wiltshire. SN5 5GD. Tel: 01793 877927 Email: malcolm@domino405.co.uk

Why not visit www.domino405.co.uk where you can download an order form and view some pictures.

This does not cover any transport costs for the return of the equipment nor accidental damage to the equipment on your part however
caused. The guarantee will be void if the case seals are tampered with. All equipment is dispatched within 30 days of receiving your
order. Specify CH 1 or CH 4 when ordering. "

Back issues
Vol 10 Numbers 2,  3 & 4 Inc. The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Species “A
Monster Defiant".
Vol 11 Numbers 1,  2, 3, 4 Inc. BTH
VR3 (1924) receiver, Marconi’s 1897
tests, Origin of the term “Radio”,
Baird or Jenkins first with TV?
Vol 12 Numbers 1, 2, 3 ,  4 Inc. the
Emor Globe, The Fultograph, Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.
Vol 13  Numbers 1, 2, 3 Inc. Direct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctovision.
Vol 14 Numbers 1, 2, 3 ,  4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, The story
of the Screen Grid.
Vol 15 Numbers 2, 3, 4 Inc. The

wartime Civilian Receiver: Coherers in
action, Vintage Vision.
Vol 16 Numbers 1, 2,  3, 4 Inc. The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside the
Round Ekcos.
Vol 17 Numbers 1,  3, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Wattless Mains Droppers, The First
Philips set, Receiver Techniques.
Vol 18 Numbers 3, 4, 5 Inc. The First
Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester, The way it was.
Vol 19 Numbers 1, 2, 3,’ 4, 5, 6 Inc.
The Birth of the Transistor, Super
Inductance and all that, reflex
circuits, A Murphy Radio display,
restoration.
Vol 20 Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Radio Instruments Ltd., Japanese
shirt pocket radios, Philco ‘peoples
set’, notes on piano-keys, the story

of Pilot Radio, the Ever Ready
company from the inside, the
Cambridge international, the AWA
Radiolette, This Murphy tunes itselfl
Vol 21 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Marconi
in postcards, the Defiant M900, GPO
registration Nos, Personal portables,
the transmission of time signals by
wireless, the Ekco A23, historic
equipment from the early marine era,
the birth pains of radio, inside the
BM20, plastics, Ferdinand Braun,
pioneer of wireless telegraphy, that was
the weekend that was, the first bakellte
radios, BVWS - the first five years, The
world of cathedrals, Pam 710.
Vol 22 Numbers 1, 2,  3, 4 Inc.
Another AD65 story, the
Marconiphone P208 & P178,
listening in, communication with
wires, the story of Sudbury radio
supply, French collection, Zenith
Trans-oceanics, Farnham show,
Alba's baby, The first Murphy
television receiver, AJS receivers,
Fellows magneto Company, Ekco
RS3, Black Propaganda.
Vol 23 Numbers 1 ,  2, 3, 4 Inc.
Sonora Sonorette, Bush SUG3,
RNAS Transmitter type 52b, North
American ‘Woodies’, Why collect
catalin, Pilot Little Maestro, Theremin
or Electronde, The Radio
Communication Company, Early FM
receivers, an odd Melody Maker,
Black propaganda.
Vol 24 Numbers 1 ,  2, 3, 4 Inc. The
Superhet for beginners, Triode valves
in radio receivers, History of GEO and
the Marconi - Osram valve, KB F810,
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Great Scottsl, Riders manuals.
Vol 25 Numbers 1, 2, 3 ,  4 Inc.
Repair of an Aerodyne 302, Henry
Jackson, pioneer of Wireless
communication at sea, Zenith 500
series, Confessions of a wireless
fiend, RGD B2351, John Bailey 1938
Alexandra palace and the BBC, Ekco
during the phony war, Repairing a
BTH loudspeaker, The portable radio
in British life.
Vol 26 Numbers 1 ,  2 Inc. How green
was your Ekco?, The Amplion
Dragon, Crystal gazing, The BVWS
at the NEC, Installing serials and
earths, novelty radios, Machine-age
Ekco stands of the 1930s,
Volksempfanger; myth and reality.

Supplements:
1 “The story of Burndept'.
2 'WW 1927 data sheet’
3 ‘Seeing by wireless’ the story of
Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Earlier Bulletins and supplements are
priced at 22:00 each + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards
are priced at £2.50 each. + postage.

Postage:
for individual Bulletins add 50p, for 2-5
bulletins add £1, for 6 or more add an
extra 20p each. 23 Rosendale Road,
West Dulwich London SE21 808
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
‘The Vintage Wireless Museum’.
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' ANews and Meetings mum
GPO registration Numbers l I
Martyn Bennett has the role of custodian of the BVWS list of GPO Registration Fl L
Numbers. As many members will know the project of assembling this list was
started in the early days of the BVWS and, more mcently, has been enthusiastically
carried on by Pat Leggatt. Members are strongly urged to help build the list, YO U R WI RE LESS
whenever they get the opportunity, particularly as it is something that will help with
the identification of vintage wireless in years to come. The list is by no means RE  STO RE D
complete and the GPO no longer have a record of the numbers granted to wireless
manufacturers. The BVWS Handbook contains the current listings - one in numerical FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE
order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any additions, or
suggestions for corrections. by mail or over the phone. NATIONAL COLLECTIONS

Martyn Bennett, 58 Church Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 sLe 'NSTANT QUOTES ON-UNE
telephone: 01252-613660 e—mail: martyBOglobalnetcouk customers mm“ Harrods. the sec

and leading collectors worldwide
2004 meetings
5th June Gerald Wells’ garden party Clickon
at“ June Harpenden swapmeet www.vinta e-wireless.com
4th July Wootton Bassett, Swindon 9
11th July Workshop at Vintage Wireless Museum ' '0' “‘9 Meme“ “99°“ “"8““? 0' W “993°“
12th September Vintage Valve Technology Fair at Haydock Park ' P W 0' 8“" VOW mm- W" “'0'" “WWW - FREE ’
5th September Harpenden swapmeet - to see Vintage TV. Retrovisors 8 m inventions

3rd October Radiophile swapmeet at Shifnal I to book your own high-class radio restoration
10th October NVCF: Stall bookings/Details: NVCF: 122B Cannon Street and much more
Road, London E1 2LH. Tel: 07947 460161 http://www.nvcf.org.uk
17th October Workshop at Vintage Wireless Museum DADIOCDAI’T
24th October Southborough (BVWS Members) Main Street m" we
24th October Workshop at Vintage Wireless Museum 0133; 332233 01973 m1;
24th October Radiophile swapmeet at Cowbit m": ‘W‘Wmm‘
7th November Vintage AUdio Show at Ramada Jarvis Hotel, Seacr‘oft
Roundabout A64, Leeds. Tel 0113 273 2323. 105 22 after 10,. £5- before.
21st November Harpenden Swapmeet
5th December Wootton Bassett, Swindon

2005 meetings
Mar 6th Harpenden (BWVS Members)
Apr 3rd Leeds (Andy Wilcox) (Open to all)
June 5th Harpenden (BVWS Members)
July 3rd Wootton Bassett (BVWS Members)
Sept 18th Harpenden (BVWS Members)
Oct 23rd Southborough (BVWS Members)
Nov 6th Leeds (Andy Wilcox) (Open to all)
Nov 20th Harpenden (BVWS Members)
Dec 4th Wootton Bassett (BVWS Members)

New Articles
If you have anything interesting to say concerning Wireless, Television,
Broadcasting, Collecting etc. please send it to the Editor for future
publication in the BVWS Bulletin. Your article can be just a few
paragraphs long if you think it conveys its message to your fellow
members. Also if you have any photographic material that would look
good in the Bulletin, don't hesitate to post it to the Editor. The chances
are that I will definitely use it!
Please send to: Carl Glover, 33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HR.
Tel: 020 8469 2904 email: choris.b@virgin.net

THE VINTAGE VALVE TECHNOLOGY FAIR
HELD AT HAYDOCK PARK RACECOURSE, NEAR WIGAN,

MERSEYSIDE WA12 OHQ

ON THE A49, 5 MINUTES FROM M6 JUNCTION 23.& A580

SUNDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER 2004
PUBLIC ENTRY 09:30 TO 1430

OVER 200 STALLS AVAILABLE AT ONLY £12 EACH
STALLS 6FT X 2.5 FT TABLE PROVIDED

PUBLIC ENTRY CHARGE £2 PER PERSON
CAR PARKING FREE

ONSITE CATERING & LICENCED BAR AT THE FAIR

SEE THE WEBSITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS:-
www.myciunka.supanet.comNVT F2003

OR TELEPHONE 01274 824816
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Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal
Domestic British Crystal Sets of the 1"‘0203
by Ian L Sanders. Photography by Carl Glover

Obsession
by Gerald Wells

Reviewer’s
Comments: Obsession

“...a truly exciting, world-
class reference book
covering just about every
aspect Of British domestic
crystal sets of the 19203."
Jonathan Hill, Bulletin of the
British Vintage Wireless Society.

“...For any collector with an
interest in the earliest
broadcast receivers used in
Great Britain, this book will
provide an invaluable
reference, full of useful
information and with many
photographs to drool over.“ AVAILABLE NOW!
Geoff Arnold. Radio Bygones.

Free to BVWS members
£6 for additional copies

256 pages of GPO No. era British crystal sets. Over 200 full-
page photographs. £29.95 plus £7 pap for UKIEEG (rest of available from Graham Terry,
world £14). BVWS, 26 Castleton Road, Swindon, Wilts 8N5 SGD Membership secretary
Tel: 01793 886062 Telephone 01793 886062 1 copy free per member collected at all meetings

or by post at £2 UK or £4 overseas

National Vintage Communications Fair, .
Home;  va ives  / b

October1pth 20° evisions / TelephoNEG B'rm'"9ham Electrical Antiques
Now in our 1 h yearle Amplifiers /-Pre-Ar
10-30 t ,4.oo,,£5_admié;stéfird DECKS / '1‘
early entry 8.330 at: 15’1655 / VBIVBS / x.

300 Stallholders _.televisions / Telepho
_ id .  Electrical Antiques

Stall lulookingsl.e==a!!$e Am Eiiiiers / Pre—Ar
NVCF:1223 Cannonisibreatr Ofiecks / R»
London E1 2LH a i ._
a downloadable ‘booking f a i )is‘favailable from‘ thy-38% vrir/qb‘ Eite

Tel: 07947 460161 www.nvcf.co.uk
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